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I n quantitative analysis, the ability to adequately quantify 

measurement result uncertainty is crucial. To address this 

need, Ricardo J.N. Bettencourt da Silva of the University 

of Lisbon in Portugal developed a tutorial and spreadsheet 

for the validation and bottom-up uncertainty evaluation of 

quantifications performed by instrumental methods of analysis 

based on linear weighted calibrations. The  tool was success-

fully applied to the determination of the mass concentration 

of cadmium, lead, arsenic, mercury, cobalt, vanadium and  

nickel in a nasal spray by induc t ively coupled plasma – 

mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) after sample dilution and acidi-

fication. Our interview with Bettencourt about this work is  

Spectroscopy’s November issue’s “Spectroscopy Spotlight.”

Peer-reviewed research presented this month includes a 

methodical qualitative and quantitative analysis of H-classic 

publications that have made key contributions in the field of 

atomic spectroscopy—a review that helps assess research 

trends in atomic spectroscopy techniques—and a study that 

presents a new type of high-sensitivity sensor probe provid-

ing colorimetric and f luorescent response to cyanide in an 

aqueous solution.

Complementing the research focus of those articles, our 

regular columns, as always, provide highly practical advice. 

This month’s “Molecular Spectroscopy Workbench” column 

provides help for differentiating different classes of organic 

molecules, par ticularly in situations where databases and 

searching programs do not provide a definitive result.

The first of a two-part series in “Focus on Quality” reviews 

the latest PIC/S data guidance document—specifically the 

scope of the document, data governance, and paper records.

“IR Spectral Workshop” continues its look at the infrared 

spectra of polymers; this installment focuses on the hydrocar-

bon polymers such as polypropylene and polystyrene.

Finally, the second part of our three-part “Challenges of 

Spectrofluorometry” tutorial focuses on instrument-specific 

issues in spectrof luorometry using benchtop steady-state 

spectrofluorometers designed for macroscopic samples. 

Happy reading!



http://www.bayspec.com
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MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY WORKBENCH

A Simple Introduction to  
Raman Spectral Identification  
of Organic Materials 

By now, it is well known that Raman 
spectroscopy has the potential to 
be used for a variety of analytical 
applications, and that the hurdles 
to using the technique 30–40 years 
ago have been largely overcome. 
However, a remaining impediment 
to exploiting the technology is that 
very few analysts have the ability 
to know what they are looking at. 
Even if there is experience in infra-
red (IR) spectroscopy, which looks 
at similar molecular vibrations, 
making the Raman measurements 
and interpreting the results will 
be quite different. There are data-
bases and searching programs that 
can aid the analyst, but using these 
resources effectively also requires 
a learning curve. What I am going 
to try to do in this article is pro-
vide some advice for dealing with 
those situations where the search-
ing program does not provide a  
definitive result. 

Fran Adar 

When using a database 
searching program (1–4), 
you need to keep in mind 

that the quality of the result will depend 
on whether spectra of your compounds 
are in the database. It will also depend 
on the quality of the spectra; in com-
parison to IR spectra, Raman spectra 
tend to be noisier. However, when a 
problem can only be solved with Raman 
spectroscopy, we need to know how 
to achieve the required information. 
Because the time available to an ana-
lyst is limited by multiple pressures in 
the industrial environment, I thought it 
would be useful to summarize some of 
the things I have been learning in the 
last few weeks. I have been analyzing 
spectra leached from polymers, as a fol-
low-up to the work that I did two years 
ago on extractables and leachables (5).  
A previous column (6) discussed an 
earlier foray into data base searching.  
In this column, I am going to be more 
specific in differentiating different 
classes of organic molecules. 

Optimal Cases Where the Library 
Searching Provides an Answer
The first example that I will show is the 
results from a deposit leached into 
water at 100 °C from a polymer con-
tainer. Figure 1 shows our spectrum 

(in black) overlaid with the match from 
the database (in red). Inspection of the 
figure indicates a near perfect match, 
except for maybe the relative intensi-
ties. Note that the hit quality index (HQI)  
is 81—good, but not fabulous. Remem-
ber that the HQI is based on calculat-
ing the correlation coefficient (that is, 
the dot product of the query spectrum 
with the library spectrum). In this case, 
because the relative intensities do not 
match, the value for the HQI is some-
what degraded. But this supports the 
user applying human judgment on the 
results. After deciding that this result 
is a likely fit, one question needs to be 
asked—does it make sense chemically? 
In fact, one would not expect to see a 
metal oxide in a polymer sample unless 
there was residual metal oxide from the 
polymerization process that was car-
ried with the polymer, or perhaps some 
other source of contamination. 

The next example is a deposit col-
lected from a solution from a polypro-
pylene (PP) container. Figure 2a shows 
our spectrum of the deposit as well 
as the spectrum of the PP container.  
You can see that the bands do over-
lap, but there is a significant differ-
ence in the bandwidths and relative 
intensities of some of the sharp bands.  
Figure 2b shows the results of the data-
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base search; we have included the first 
and the 13th hits, which are respec-
tively ethylene propylene ethylidene 
norbornene, and amorphous PP (aPP). 
The respective HQI values are 83 and 
80, which is not much different. But be-
cause I knew that the composition of the 
container was PP, I felt that aPP is a more 
likely choice and some places in the 
spectrum confirm that. However, keep in 
mind that the database may not always 
be 100% accurate. The best practice is 
to combine what you know about your 
sample and its spectrum with what the  
database tells you.

The next spectrum that I show here 
has a background of carbonaceous 
material. Many spectra of organic un-
knowns that come from contamina-
tion or some kind of degraded spe-
cies often have the carbon signature 
superimposed on the spectrum of the 
unknowns. It is important for the ana-
lyst to know this signature or many er-
rors can occur; however, it is fraught 
with difficulty because the carbon 
Raman spectrum is quite variable.  
The carbons are related to graphite, 
which has a strong, reasonably sharp 
band called the G band at 1583 cm-1. 
When it is disordered, a second band 
appears somewhere in the mid-1300 
cm-1 region; I am purposely imprecise 
about its position because the center 
of the band depends on the excitation 
wavelength. This band is called the D 
band, which over the years has meant 
disorder or diamond-like. In fact, the 
D band is not allowed in the strictest 
sense of solid-state physics, but it ap-
pears because of the double resonance 
with electronic transitions when the 
crystals are small or there is a defect, 
a phenomenon that is unique in graph-
ite. Reich and Thomsen explained this 
phenomenon in great detail, and their 
explanation of it is in the literature (7). 
The correspondence between the 
non-zero phonon wavevector and the 
two electron transitions (incident and 
scattered photon) leads to the conclu-
sion and observation that the phonon 
frequency will depend on the excita-
tion wavelength, which is observed.  

http://www.atik-cameras.com
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While doing analytical spectroscopy of chemical materials, 
it is not necessary to understand all of this information, but 
you must be aware of it because the presence of a carbon 
background will definitely have an impact on the ability of a 
database to match your spectra. You might think that it should 
come up with at least a two-part mixture of the carbon and 
the target analyte. But once you realize that the carbon spec-
trum first depends on the excitation wavelength, and then 

that the relative intensity and widths of the D and G bands 
depend on the physical state of the sample, you can realize 
that a database may have a difficult time finding the precise 
carbon spectrum to fit your spectrum. 

Figure 3 shows spectra of carbon fibers (provided years ago 
by Herman Noether, who was retired from Celanese) that pro-
vide an idea of how much variability there is. The fiber made 
from pitch is the closest to graphite that has no band in the 
1330–1370 cm-1 region. The two fibers made from polyacrylo-
nitrile (PAN) were made by different processes that accounts 
for the different spectra reflecting different microstructures. 
In addition, the top two spectra show an intense overtone at 
2665 cm-1, almost exactly twice the frequency of the D band. 
The spectral behavior of carbons is quite complex and in-
teresting, which is why I am suggesting that you get some 
familiarity with these spectra (8). 

In principle, library searching programs should be able 
to determine that a spectrum represents a mixture of an or-
ganic with a carbon. Figure 4 shows an example where library 
searching did work. Figure 4a shows the spectrum that I re-
corded with a micrograph indicating the material from which 
this spectrum was generated. Figure 4b shows the results of 
database search. Note that the gray regions in Figure 4b were 
deselected from the search so that those regions where there 
is no information did not contribute noise to the “result.”
 
Classifying Spectra
What happens when the search does not easily produce 
something reasonable? In the course of searching many spec-
tra over the past weeks, I have noticed that surprisingly, the 
CH region can be used for classification. Figure 5a shows the 
CH region for a number of organic materials. Olive oil is a 
triglyceride of mostly oleic acid, which has one double bond; 
the CH band at 3008 cm-1 is an analytical band for olefinic CH. 
Stearic acid is representative of the class of saturated free fatty 
acids (FFAs), which are solid at room temperature. Any CH 
band below 3000 cm-1 is normally attributed to a saturated 
hydrocarbon; whereas the CH bands in this region overlap, 
the overall structure of the spectrum is quite different and is 
indicative of liquid or amorphous hydrocarbons compared 
to solid hydrocarbons. The next two spectra represent two 
proteins—skin and tendon. Note how different the envelope 
is of the CH bands below 3000 cm-1 from that of the lipid. 
This spectrum, peaked at ~2930 cm-1 with shoulders on either 
side, is typical for proteins. It is also possible to identify the 
aromatic CH near 3060 cm-1 and the >NH from the protein 
amide group at about 3350 cm-1. The bottom three spectra 
were recorded from three fairly pure forms of cellulose—cot-
ton, Avicel, and wood fiber. The Avicel and cotton spectra 
are almost identical with maybe a slight shift in the broad 
poorly defined OH band of the cellulose. The wood spectrum 
was acquired under well-defined polarization conditions and 
shows a clear splitting between ~2900 and 2960 cm-1 as well 
as a significant OH band. 
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FIGURE 1: Raman spectrum of material leached out of a 
polymer container and identified by software search as 
WO3. Inset shows the field of view from which the spec-
trum was recorded. Abscissa is Raman shift (cm-1), and or-
dinate is intensity. Insert shows the image of the sample. 
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FIGURE 2a: Raman spectrum of deposit (blue), and the 
spectrum of the polypropylene container (red). The insert 
micrograph shows the region from which the spectrum 
was measured; clearly it was a film less than 1 μm thick. 
Abscissa is Raman shift (cm-1), and ordinate is intensity.
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FIGURE 2b: Results of a database search in software show-
ing the first and 13th hits. Abscissa is Raman shift (cm-1),  
and ordinate is intensity.
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Figure 5b shows the region between 1200 and 1800 cm-1 
of the same materials. Although usually it is not straightfor-
ward to assign most bands in this region of the spectrum, we 
see that there are useful analytical characteristics. The dou-
ble bond of the olive oil produces a band that appears near  
1666 cm-1, and it also shows a well-defined band from the car-
bonyl group at 1747 cm-1. The stearic acid has no double bond 
and therefore no band in the mid-1600 cm-1 region, and there 
is also no band in the mid-1700 cm-1 region from the carbonyl; 
sometimes, when the spectrum of a FFA is expanded vertically, 
a weak broad feature of the carboxylate at ~1640 cm-1 can be 
seen. The band near 1300 cm-1 of the stearic acid represents the 
backbone twist and it is sharp, as are the CH2 and CH3 deforma-
tions because the material is in the solid form. In contrast, the 
deformations in the liquid olive oil are broadened and diffuse 
because of heterogeneous conformations. And, in addition 
to the backbone twist, there is a second band near 1250 cm-1 
that is assigned to the =C-H deformation. The spectra of skin 
and tendon both show rather diffused bands in the mid-1600 
cm-1 region; this band is the Amide I, and it is a mixture of the 
carbonyl stretch and NH bend in the protein. Note that the 
shape of this band is quite different in the two spectra, and that 
is because it is composed of contributions from the α helix, β 
sheet, and random coil of varying relative contributions. In this 
region, the cellulose does not have any distinct features. One 

other feature that is not illustrated here is the aromatic stretch at 
1000 cm-1 that is sharp and stands out even when the aromatic 
stretch is low in intensity. When present, one needs to confirm 
the presence of the aromatic group by identifying a fingerprint 
band near 1600 cm-1 and the aromatic CH near 3060 cm-1.

In my examination of many spectra, I have found that these 
characteristics can be useful in classifying the compounds. I 
actually should not have been surprised because these dif-
ferences are used extensively in coherent anti-Stokes Raman 
spectroscopy (CARS). In addition, I have seen the relative in-
tensities in the CH region of linear chains to vary with chain 
length. The bands near 2840 and 2880 cm-1 are assigned re-
spectively to the symmetric and asymmetric stretches of the 
>CH2 methylene group whereas the symmetric and asymmet-
ric –CH3 methyl stretches occur close to 2885 and 2930 cm-1. 
Because there is only one methyl group on a fatty acid, or two 
on an unsubstituted alkane chain, the intensity of the upper 
methyl (asymmetric) band relative to the rest will diminish as 
the chain lengthens. 

Figure 6 shows the spectra, in the CH region, of olive oil 
(top) and a commercial product of medium-chain triglycer-
ides. The two spectra were scaled so that the intensity at ap-
proximately 2900 cm-1 was equivalent. Oleic acid, the major 
component in olive oil, is an 18-carbon chain. Medium-chain 
triglycerides (MCT) contain chains of 6, 8, 10, and 12 carbon 
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atoms. The 6- and 8-carbon chains are liquid, whereas the 
10- and 12-carbon chains are solid. The spectrum of the MCT 
shows the characteristics of a liquid, which I would normally 
assume would result from short chain composition. But there 
is also an indication of the presence of an olefinic CH band 

at 3008 cm-1 in the MCT, which will influence the state of the 
material. Examining the fingerprint part of the spectrum  
(not shown here), we also see the presence of a shoulder at 
1265 cm-1 that we mentioned earlier as showing up because 
of the =C-H bend, and confirms the presence of the carbon 
double bond. But what I want to point out in this figure is the 
dramatic difference in the two spectra in the intensity of the 
sharp band at ~2850 cm-1 relative to the remaining part of 
the CH region. Because the methyl group bands come in on 
the higher frequency side, the lower intensity in the methy-
lene band of MCT at ~2850 cm-1 is consistent with shorter 
chains in that material. I have been able to use this observation 
in my spectral searching; I have found that matches can be 
close, but by looking for a similar compound with a different  
chain length, I am able to get better concurrence. 

Figure 7 shows the results on a search for the MCTs. I have 
used my own judgment to select the hits of interest. My spec-
trum is black, butyl laurate (12 plus 4 carbons) is green, and 
decanoic acid (10 carbons) is red. Butyl laurate will exhibit 
a well-defined carbonyl, which we can confirm is present at 
approximately 1740 cm-1. The decanoic acid will have a broad 
band near 1650 cm-1 because of the carboxylate. In the  
CH region, the butyl laurate seems to be a better match, but 
we need to remember that this material is a mixture of many 
compounds, so this analysis is only meant to give indications 
as to what is present. In addition, neither of these compounds 
explain the triplet of bands around 1000 cm-1 or the probable 
presence of the double bond. 

Summary
I have explored some of the issues involved in identifying 
unknown organic materials using commercial software and 
data bases. In my case, I am using KnowItAll for its search-
ing algorithms and databases. Under ideal circumstances, 
the software can yield good results. It is usually helpful to 
exclude spectral regions that have no information to improve 
the matching. In cases where no realistic results appear, I have 
offered some simple ways to sort common compounds using 
the CH region as well as analytic bands in the fingerprint re-
gion. I should also add that for those of you who have done 
much more IR spectroscopy than Raman, I want to point 
out that there are some capabilities in the software that are 
commonly used in IR, but totally inappropriate for Raman. 
Although these “corrections” make the results of IR spectra 
better, they have the potential to add artifacts to Raman spec-
tra and should be avoided unless you know what they are 
doing, and that the algorithms are relevant. What algorithms 
are present will be vendor-dependent, but for a start, I would 
recommend turning off automated corrections. If you feel 
that the spectra need to be corrected for instrument function, 
this should be done in the instrument vendor software before 
transferring the data to the searching program. 

What you should have noticed by now is that a simple se-
lection of the spectrum with the highest HQI is not always 
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the best choice. It is important to examine the spectral 
hits with the query spectrum to determine if the hit makes 
sense. Keep in mind that the HQI is a simple dot product, 
which will be distorted by the relative intensities of the bands.  
Another issue to beware of is the position of the carbonyl band. 
This band is quite sensitive to the chemistry of its position in 
a molecule, but it is weak in the Raman spectrum, so the hits 
tend to not get it right. When I figure out how to focus on the 
importance of weak bands, I will be able to offer advice for 
this as well. I know that it is now well-understood that Raman 
spectra have the potential to provide a wealth of information 
on unknown materials. I also know that I am disappointing the 
novices trying to take advantage of these capabilities, because 
a learning curve will be required to make best use of them. My 
hope is that the information that I am providing will be of use. 
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Oil solidification sample-prep techniques provide a 
potential solution to traditional X-ray fluorescence (XRF) 
sample-prep challenges, including leakage during analysis, 
sample settling, helium consumption, and sourcing and 
reduced sensitivity to light element analytes.

SPECTROSCOPY: Previously we discussed a pharmaceutical application, today it’s oil 
solidification. Does Rigaku work with a lot of industries?
WILLIAMS: Yes, a lot. We are both applications scientists specializing in XRF, so we work with  
any industry that is using or considering implementing an XRF into their testing capabilities or 
analysis routine. 

NGUYEN: Glenn and I figure out the best ways to prepare and analyze samples for an unlimited 
number of different materials. We have recently been working on a different way to prepare oil-type 
samples for analysis by XRF: oil solidification. 

SPECTROSCOPY: What is different about it? What is the traditional way, and why would you 
need a new way?
WILLIAMS: The traditional way is to pour the oil into a cup and analyze it—the cup is a plastic 
cylinder with a thin film bottom.  

NGUYEN: It sounds simple, but if you’re not careful, many things can go wrong— it takes a bit of 
technique to apply the thin film to the bottom of the cup because it’s so fragile. You can poke a hole 
through the film with your fingers or leave wrinkles. Then, once you add your liquid sample to the 
cup, you have to ensure there are no leaks before putting it into your system. 

You only want a couple of samples at a time because the longer you leave the cup sitting, the more 
likely that leaks will occur. You may also use a secondary containment cup—a slightly bigger cup 
with another film—to catch additional spills, but that could reduce your signal, depending on the 
elements you are analyzing for. The longer you analyze your samples, the higher the chance of a 
spill occurring in the machine.

WILLIAMS: You can make other mistakes too that can affect your results. For example, one day, Thanh 
told me there was something wrong with the instrument. We looked at her data, re-ran her samples 
(the same samples), and even had service open the instrument up and check for any issues, but 
nothing was wrong with the instrument and her results were the same. Long story short, nothing was 
wrong with the machine, but Thanh was sometimes inadvertently using two films on the bottom of the 
cup—two films can affect the lighter elements more significantly than the heavier elements. 

NGUYEN: Suffice it to say there are some issues that require one to run samples under helium 
purge, which has supply and cost issues. Helium can diminish the signal of the lighter elements too, 
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as illustrated by the example of the double films on the bottom of the cup, 
so we would rather run in-vacuum ideally, but these are oils.

SPECTROSCOPY: How does the method you are using circumvent 
these problems? 
WILLIAMS: We prefer, when possible, to solidify an oil sample into a solid 
puck using special wax blends.

NGUYEN: We melt a wax, add the oil sample, mix, and then cool it into a 
mold—you can prepare the puck ahead of time. You don’t have to worry 
about leaks, and you end up improving your data.

WILLIAMS: Sometimes with oil samples you get settling of fine particulates 
and some absorption by certain elements into the film bottom of the cup. 
What then happens is some of the element results can appear artificially 
high or low, and depending on if the settling creates an X-ray barrier to the 
rest of the liquid, you end up changing the sample as it sits or as you run it. 
This is not as likely to happen with a solidified puck, and the great thing is 
you build in an instant check or verification because you can run either side 
of the puck, which you can’t do with the traditional cup prep.

SPECTROSCOPY: Are there any other benefits?
NGUYEN: Yes, since it is now a solid, you can run under a vacuum, and 
prepare as many as you want to ahead of time and not have to source 
helium. And because you no longer use a film, you get a stronger signal 
with the lightest elements, such as sodium, that you might not attempt 
with the traditional method.

SPECTROSCOPY: What are the disadvantages of this method?
WILLIAMS: The first thing is familiarity and perceived simplicity of pouring 
samples into a cup and analyzing—it doesn’t get much easier than that. 
Some XRF consumables companies such as Premier Labs make it easy by 
selling pre-assembled cups. 

NGUYEN: We don’t always make a puck. There are going to be some fuels/
oils that are too volatile and don’t work like this, but we are working with a 
company, VPrep, who offers different wax options that are pre-measured 
for convenience and can cover a wider variety of oils depending on the 
blends that you use.

WILLIAMS: Yes, and they are very pure, so that would be another possible 
disadvantage if you think you can take any wax and melt it and you’re 
done. You need the right materials, make sure there are no issues with 

purity, and that it will properly solidify your samples. But, with that sorted 
out, and using pre-measured vials, similar to what VPrep offers, it is a very 
simple and reliable technique.

SPECTROSCOPY: What specific instruments would you recommend 
that can accept this type of prepared wax puck? 
WILLIAMS: Any instrument can take a prepared wax puck—from 
our energy-dispersive instruments (EDXRF) to our big-floor standing 
wavelength dispersive (WDXRF) instruments.

NGUYEN: We have two instruments that we designed to have the X-ray 
tube above the sample. Essentially, the sample analysis occurs at the 
surface or the top of the sample (not like the cup bottom). The advantage 
to these machines is that they are much less prone to being affected by 
spills, but for straight liquids, you need alternative ways to analyze them 
with the tube-above design. With the solid pucks, it’s a perfect situation—
almost disaster-free.

SPECTROSCOPY: Where can someone find out more about this 
method or who should they contact if they want to try it out?
WILLIAMS: They can contact us directly via email: thanh.nguyen@rigaku.
com and glenn.williams@rigaku.com or through LinkedIn.

NGUYEN: We love getting the chance to connect with people live and can 
set up zoom demos as well. We are also doing a live in-person training 
workshop at the Gulf Coast Conference (GCC) in Galveston, TX, held Oct. 
11 – 13, 2021. Our workshop is being held on Oct. 12 from 2 – 3 PM in the 
Hibiscus room. 

Since its inception in 1951, Rigaku has been at the forefront of analytical and industrial instrumentation technology. Today, with hundreds of major innovations to 
their credit, the Rigaku group of companies are world leaders in the fields of general X-ray diffraction, thin-film analysis, X-ray fluorescence spectrometry, small-angle 
X-ray scattering, protein and small molecule X-ray crystallography, Raman spectroscopy, X-ray optics, semiconductor metrology, X-ray sources, computed tomogra-
phy, nondestructive testing, and thermal analysis.

http://www.rigaku.com
http://www.spectroscopyonline.com
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workshop at the Gulf Coast Conference (GCC) in Galveston, TX, held Oct. 
11 – 13, 2021. Our workshop is being held on Oct. 12 from 2 – 3 PM in the 
Hibiscus room. 

Since its inception in 1951, Rigaku has been at the forefront of analytical and industrial instrumentation technology. Today, with hundreds of major innovations to 
their credit, the Rigaku group of companies are world leaders in the fields of general X-ray diffraction, thin-film analysis, X-ray fluorescence spectrometry, small-angle 
X-ray scattering, protein and small molecule X-ray crystallography, Raman spectroscopy, X-ray optics, semiconductor metrology, X-ray sources, computed tomogra-
phy, nondestructive testing, and thermal analysis.

http://www.rigaku.com
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FOCUS ON QUALITY

Are You Ready for the Latest Data 
Integrity Guidance? Part 1: Scope, 
Data Governance, and Paper Records

The new PIC/S data guidance docu-
ment was published in July 2021.  
The guidance will be reviewed in 
two parts, starting with the scope,  
data governance, and paper records.

R D McDowall

Blue whales have a gestation of 12 
months, whereas elephants take 22 
months; in contrast, the gestation 

period for the Pharmaceutical Inspection 
Co-operation Scheme (PIC/S) PI-041 data 
integrity guidance has been five years.  
The first draft was issued in April 2016; draft 
3 was issued for public comment in No-
vember 2018, with the final version issued 
in July 2021. The formal title is Good Prac-
tices for Data Management and Integrity in 
Regulated GMP/GDP Environments, with a 
document number PI-041 (1), but the focus 
is data integrity. The document scope cov-
ers all activities under the remits of good 
manufacturing practice (GMP) and good 
distribution practice (GDP) regulations. 
This column only focuses on laboratories 
working to GMP regulations. The review of 
this guidance document will be in two parts:
• Part 1, here, discusses the scope of the 

guidance, data governance, and paper 
records

• Part 2 will focus on computerized sys-
tems, outsourcing, and regulatory and  
quality oversight.

Another DI Guidance?
You Cannot Be Serious!
The rationale for another regulatory guid-
ance document on data integrity is the 
continued focus of health authorities on 
numerous issues of data falsification and 

poor data management practices, and the 
basic inability of companies globally to com-
ply with GMP regulations. The PIC/S guid-
ance joins other data integrity guidances 
from other regulatory authorities, such as 
the World Health Organization (WHO) (2),  
the U.K. Medicines and Healthcare Products 
Regulatory Agency (MHRA) (3,4), and the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
(5), who have issued guidance documents 
on the topic. Recently, the Organization of 
Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) also issued a good laboratory prac-
tice (GLP) data integrity guidance (6). 

In addition, there are data integrity pub-
lications from scientific societies and indus-
try bodies such as the GAMP Forum (7–9),  
the Parenteral Drug Association (10]),  
and the Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient 
Committee (APIC) (11).

You may be forgiven for asking: Do we 
really need another data integrity guidance 
document, and who or what is PIC/S any-
way? Let’s start with the second part of the 
question first: Who or what is PIC/S?

PIC/S Explained
Originally called the Pharmaceutical Inspec-
tion Convention, PIC/S has evolved into the 
Pharmaceutical Inspection Co-operation 
Scheme, but documents still have both 
names on them— hence the abbreviation 
of both to PIC/S. PIC/S is a global organiza-
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tion that is essentially a club of GMP inspectors from more than 
50 regulatory authorities, from Europe, the United States, Canada, 
Japan, Australia, South Korea, and Singapore. A regulatory author-
ity applies to join the scheme, and, after an assessment by other 
PIC/S members, the authority is admitted if it meets the organi-
zation’s criteria. PIC/S has its own GMP regulations, which are ad-
opted by most of their members, the exception being the U.S. FDA,  
which still use 21 CFR 211. 

In addition, PIC/S publishes regulatory guidance available on 
its website (www.picscheme.org) for both regulators and indus-
try to download. When a document is to be written, an expert 
circle is convened, consisting of inspectors with expertise in 
the subject, who work on the various drafts. Document naming  
is important:
• PIC/S External (PE) documents written by inspectors for industry.
• PIC/S Internal (PI) documents written for inspectors, some of 

which are made available for industry, one of which is PI-041 on  
data integrity.

PIC/S PI-041: Good Practices  
for Data Management and Integrity
PIC/S PI-041 has been written to help with onsite inspections 
of GMP facilities; however, in this two-part article, we focus 
on analytical development and quality control laboratories.  
The overall structure of the new data integrity document is shown 
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in Figure 1, and it shows the scope of 
the guidance for data integrity within a  
regulated organization: 
• Section 5: Data Governance within a  

Pharmaceutical Quality System.
• Section 6: Organization Issues, such as 

staff values, quality, ethics, and conduct. 
• Section 7: General data integrity  

principles.
• Section 8: Considerations for paper re-

cords, including the control of blank forms 
and master templates.

• Section 9: Considerations for computer-
ized systems, including hybrid systems.

• Section 10: Outsourcing and data  
integrity.

• Section 11: Regulatory actions in  
response to data integrity findings.

• Section 12: Remediation of data integrity 
failures.
I’ll not bother you with Sections I–4, 

as they only cover the document history,  
introduction, purpose and scope. 

The only other regulatory guidance with 
equivalent breadth is the WHO guide is-
sued in 2016 (2). Although there are com-
mon sections between the PIC/S and 
WHO guidances, the best discussion of 
the ALCOA (attributable, legible, contem-
poraneous, original, and accurate) criteria 
for data integrity is found in Appendix 1 of 
the WHO guidance. Although the PIC/S 
guidance discusses all nine ALCOA+ crite-
ria (the “+” refers to “complete, consistent, 
enduring, and available”), it does not pro-

vide the in-depth coverage that is found in 
WHO guidance. 

The final version of PI-041 guidance doc-
ument is now 63 pages, compared with 53 
of the 2018 draft. It is easily the longest regu-
latory data integrity guidance. We examine 
below whether the wait for the final version 
was worth it. 

Must vs. Should
If you read any recent FDA guidance for 
industry, you will see the definition of  
the word “should”: 

In general, FDA’s guidance documents do 
not establish legally enforceable respon-
sibilities. Instead, guidances describe the 
Agency’s current thinking on a topic, and 
should be viewed only as recommenda-
tions, unless specific regulatory or statutory 
requirements are cited. The use of the word 
“should” in Agency guidances means that 
something is suggested or recommended, 
but not required (5).

Paul Smith has performed an analysis of 
the four main regulatory authority data in-
tegrity guidance documents comparing the 
use of must and should, as shown in Figure 
2. First, there are very few instances of must; 
and the majority of them are in the FDA 
and MHRA guidances. Second, the clear 
winner is the PIC/S guidance with over 500 
times where should is used, and there are 
no instances of the word must. One reason 

the word should appears so many times is 
simply the length of the document, which 
is nearly twice that of the WHO and three 
times that of the MHRA and FDA guidance 
documents. This, of course, contrasts with 
the use of the word should in regulations, 
which can be interpreted simply as “Do it, 
or you’re toast.”

Data Governance 
Data governance (DG) has been a regu-
latory expectation since the MHRA pre-
sented the UK pharmaceutical industry 
with an early Christmas present in Decem-
ber 2013. The agency posted on its website 
the requirement for internal audits to cover 
data governance, and, by the way, added 
that it would start inspections for this in 
January 2014 (so have a Happy New Year)! 
The requirement for data governance has 
been reiterated in both the MHRA GMP 
and GXP guidance documents (3,4). In 
contrast, PI-041 states in 5.1.1 that there is 
no current GMP regulation to implement a 
data governance system, but offers help to 
a laboratory to define, prioritize, and com-
municate DG risk management activities (1). 

The problem with the guidance is that 
it can appear paranoid; the title of the 
section is “DG System,” but the heading 
of section 5.2 refers to “DG Systems” in 
plural (1). This situation is also repeated in 
individual clauses in section 5.2, where the 
clauses flip between singular and plural. 
Which is it, especially, given that there is 
no regulatory requirement for DG? Also, 
the definition of DG (no system and ap-
parently singular) in the glossary refers 
simply to all arrangements to ensure the 
integrity of any GMP records throughout 
the data lifecycle (1).

The main plank of data governance is 
to use computerized systems to automate 
processes and enable technical controls 
to ensure and enforce the integrity of 
data, coupled with validation to demon-
strate that the system works as expected.  
However, data governance does not for-
get the role an organization has to play, 
through procedures, training, data review, 
and quality oversight, as shown in my data 
integrity model that has been presented in 
several publications of mine over the past  
few years (12–15).
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Senior Management
Missing in Action? 
We must wait until clauses 5.2.4 and 5.3.1 before we mention the 
key group accountable for data integrity in an organization—senior 
management (1). When earlier sections of the guide discuss the 
pharmaceutical quality system (PQS), they do not mention senior 
management. We must wait until Section 6 , which delves into or-
ganizational influences on successful data integrity management, 
including a detailed discussion on the role of senior management. 
For example (1): 
• Leading, resourcing, and funding the data integrity and data gov-

ernance initiative in an organization. This is a program that will 
take more than an email from the CEO stating that from now on 
the company will ensure data integrity; rather, it requires a con-
certed and prolonged effort over time. Data integrity is a journey,  
not an event.

• Ensuring that there is a culture and ethos for honesty, and allowing 
people to admit mistakes.

• Establishing an open culture with employee empowerment to 
raise integrity issues through the PQS. The guide does not ac-
knowledge that there may be cultural issues that may make this 
difficult to achieve, and that there will be reliance on quality over-
sight to achieve the goal.

• Establishing and maintaining a quality culture. 
• Setting and maintaining the ethos and values for data integrity.
• Establishing policies and procedures with associated training for 

all aspects of data integrity.
• Ensuring assessments of processes and systems are carried out 

to identify and classify data vulnerabilities. Carry out both short 
term remediation (quick fixes) as well as implementing long term 
solutions providing business benefit. 

• Setting up metrics for various data integrity activities and  
management review.

• Conducting regular and meaningful review (this is not a once-a-
year, box ticking exercise) of data integrity projects.

• Setting up of a protected whistleblower process to raise data in-
tegrity issues to senior management for their attention.
If you look at the structure of Sections 5 and 6 of PI-041, shown 

in Figure 3, there is no subsection specifically dealing with senior 
management and its role in ensuring data integrity. This is surprising, 
given that ICH Q10 (16) and EU GMP Chapter 1 (17) for pharmaceuti-
cal quality systems (PQS) both hold senior management account-
able for the PQS in any GMP organization, and for all work carried 
out under it. From the regulations, and in my view, there should be 
a specific section early in the document focused on senior manage-
ment, rather than dispersing it in different sections of the guidance. 
A similar situation occurred where senior management was omitted 
from the draft of the FDA data integrity guidance (18), and added as 
an afterthought in the background section of the final document (5).

Role of Risk Management
Risk management and its role in data integrity and data governance 
is covered in Sections 5.3 through 5.5. As that well known data in-
tegrity expert, George Orwell, noted, “All data are created equal, 

but some are more equal than others.” Therefore, it is the role of 
risk management to identify systems and processes that create and 
manage data that are more critical, so that they can be assessed first 
to identify data vulnerabilities and mitigate them. 

Candidates at the front of the queue are processes that are 
complex, inconsistent, or open ended, and generate data used in 
product submissions or batch release. Also, manual, paper based 
processes can be problematic, as we shall see later in this article. 
Ideally, short-term remediation (mainly procedural with some simple 
technical fixes) should be applied for quick fixes, with longer-term 
solutions implemented (automation with technical controls) to have 
a process or system to ensure data integrity.

Organizational Influences on Data Integrity
The scope of Section 6, shown in Figure 3, covers some critical areas 
for data integrity (1). These include the following:
• Expectations are set for staff ethics and behavior with respect to 

recording, interpreting, calculating, and reporting data that are 
clearly communicated to all. 

• Management needs to ensure that staff are aware that breaching 
ethics and behaviors could result in disciplinary procedures.

• Unacceptable behaviors must be identified, documented in poli-
cies, and communicated clearly to staff, along with the range of 
company actions if they commit unacceptable behavior.

• Quality culture is the responsibility of management to establish and 

http://www.starna.com
mailto:sales@starnacells.com
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foster. In my view, this is the most difficult 
part of any data integrity program, and 
requires management to lead by example

• Section 6.4 deals with modernizing the 
PQS so that it is able to detect and correct 
weaknesses that could lead to data integ-
rity lapses. Particular areas for a laboratory 
are second-person review, quality over-
sight, and the purchase of instrumenta-
tion and systems to ensure data integrity. 
This latter topic will be covered in Part 2 
of this review of PI-041.

General DI Principles and Enablers
This subhead is the title of Section 7 of the 
PIC/S guidance, and it emphasizes good 
documentation practices (GDocP) and 
discusses the nine ALCOA+ criteria (1).  
Section 7.5 is essentially a table covering the 
criteria, and the requirements for each one. 

Appendix 1 of the WHO guidance (2) 
provides more comprehensive coverage 
of ALCOA principles with:
• a definition of each of the five terms
• a table showing the expectations of paper 

and electronic records side by side for 
each term 

• a presentation of special risk factors for 
each term.
However, later sections of the PIC/S 

document provide further information on 
ALCOA+, but it is not highlighted. My sug-
gestion is to use the definitions of ALCOA+ 
in section 7.5 of PIC/S PI-041 as an overview 
(1), but to use Appendix 1 of the WHO guid-
ance (2) for more detailed reference and in 
your data integrity program. 

Section 7 finishes with guidance on 
how to create a true copy of a record, and 
the limitation of remote review of data in  
summary reports. 
• Section 7.7.2 states that it is conceivable 

for raw data (later we will discuss the fact 
that the definition of raw data in this doc-
ument is wrong) generated by electronic 
means to be retained in an acceptable 
paper or PDF format. It then mentions 
that, as well as the data, all direct and in-
direct metadata also need to be printed 
(1). Having the option for companies to 
justify printing to paper in a guidance 
document is wrong, as most will ignore 
the caveats in this section and just do it. 
My opinion is to ignore this section.

• PI-041 notes in section 7.8 that analytical 
summary reports from contract laborato-
ries are limited, and that supporting data 
and associated metadata are often not 
included, as the original data cannot be 
reviewed (1). Thus, the outsourcing labora-
tory must conduct due diligence and as-
sess the contract facility’s PQS and data 
integrity program, as well as being able to 
conduct on-site audits when appropriate. 

Data Integrity Considerations
for Paper Records
Covering approximately 13 pages of the 
guidance, there is an in-depth treatise of 
data integrity considerations for paper 
records needed for following GDocP and 
meeting the ALCOA+ criteria (1), as shown 
in Figure 4. First up, the old chestnut of con-
trol of master templates and blank forms for 
which there is accountability, coupled with a 
discussion of the importance of controlling 
records. Although ignored by many labo-
ratories, control of blank forms is not new 
and has been required by the FDA since 
1993 (19) and reiterated in the data integrity 
guidance documents from WHO, MHRA,  
FDA (2–5) and now PIC/S PI-041(1). 

If management fully implemented the 
requirements of this and other guidance 
documents on blank forms, they would re-
alize the overall cost and fund automation 
projects rapidly to remove paper-based 
processes from the laboratory. Chris Bur-
gess and I wrote a “Questions of Quality” 
column on this subject where more detail 
can be found (20). I also refer you to a recent 
article of mine on the “Hidden Factory in 
Your Laboratory,” whose only product was 
paper printouts (21).

Section 8.4 brings the first of many tables 
on specific subjects, in this case expecta-
tions for the generation, distribution, and 
control of records (1). The table presents:
• Expectation: All documents should have a 

unique identifier, and uncontrolled docu-
ments should be prohibited.

• Potential risk of not meeting expecta-
tion: It is easier to falsify uncontrolled 
documents, and increases the potential 
for loss of official records by discarding  
or destruction.
This approach is very good and clear. 

My only concern is that I hope that ana-

lysts read and understand the whole of 
Section 8 to understand the requirements 
for paper records. Reading through this 
section, you find requirements that origi-
nal from EU GMP Chapter 4 on documen-
tation (22). Perhaps there should be a few 
more instances of must in this section of 
the guidance?

Sections 8.5 to 8.7 are tables of basic 
GDocP requirements for paper records, 
from control of records at point of use to 
how to complete a record to how to make 
corrections. While these sections are basic 
GMP requirements, the content is the basis 
for a good training course in GDocP; all it 
needs to complete the course are pictures 
of right and wrong examples. Second-
person review of paper records is covered 
in Section 8.8—another good source of  
training material.

The last topic in Section 8.9 that I 
will review here is direct printouts from 
electronic systems, such as standalone 
analytical balances and pH meters, con-
taining measurements performed by an 
analyst. PI-041 notes that the original re-
cord should be signed and dated by the 
person generating the record, and infor-
mation to ensure traceability (attribution, 
perhaps?). These original records should 
be attached to batch processing or test-
ing records (1). There are a few points that  
need commenting:
• Older analytical balances and similar in-

struments may not have the function to 
have user accounts, and so the analyst 
must (not “should,” as stated in PI-041) 
sign or initial and date the printout.

• Newer balances have time and date 
stamps, as well as individual user accounts 
and passwords; each printout from the in-
strument will have the name of the analyst, 
as well as the date and time on it.

• Surprisingly, there is no mention of an 
instrument log that should be com-
pleted in parallel with the analysis being 
performed. Logs provide critical correc-
tion, and are essential for ensuring data 
integrity. Instrument log books were dis-
cussed in an earlier “Focus on Quality” 
column (23). 
Then, to finish this first part review of 

PIC/S PI-041, “moan” mode is turned on 
with the volume cranked up….
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The Wrong Definition of 
Raw Data —Again!
There is a major inability of GMP inspec-
tors to understand and grasp the meaning 
of the term raw data, and this is perpetuated 
in PIC/S PI-041. The term raw data is defined 
in the glossary as the original record (data) 
which can be described as the first-capture 
of information (1). Wrong, wrong, wrong! 
As we have discussed in this column pre-
viously (24,25), raw data is a GLP term that 
is defined in 21 CFR 58.3(k) as “the result 
of original observations and activities of a 
nonclinical laboratory study and are neces-
sary for the reconstruction and evaluation of 
the report of that study. (26).” This definition 
is mirrored in OECD GLP regulations (27). 
Raw data should be considered the same as 
complete data as used in 21 CFR 211.194(a) 
(28), and means all data and records without 
selection, filtering, or deletion.

Interestingly, the new OECD GLP data 
integrity guidance, (6) which is the MHRA 
GXP guidance (4) fancied up for GLP, actu-
ally gets the raw data definition right!

Summary
This is the first of a two-part review of the 
new PIC/S PI-041 guidance on Good Prac-
tices for Data Management and Integrity 
in Regulated GMP/GDP Environments, 
and has focused on the scope, data gover-
nance, and paper records. In Part 2, we will 
look at what lies in store for computerized 
systems, and provide an overall summary 
of the guidance.
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IR SPECTRAL INTERPRETATION WORKSHOP

The Infrared Spectra of Polymers III: 
Hydrocarbon Polymers

We continue to examine the spectra of 
polymers because they are important 
materials, and this exercise makes for 
an excellent infrared (IR) spectral in-
terpretation review. In this installment, 
we look at the spectra of more hydro-
carbon polymers, including polypro-
pylene and polystyrene. We look at the  
IR spectra of these materials in de-
tail, and see how IR spectroscopy 
can be used to distinguish them from  
each other.

Brian C. Smith

In the first two installments (1,2) in our 
examination of polymer infrared (IR) spec-
tra, the only material whose spectrum 

we have studied so far is polyethylene (PE).  
In this column, we move on to examine 
the spectra of some related materials- 
hydrocarbon polymers.

I define hydrocarbon polymers as poly-
mers that are composed only of hydrogen 
and carbon. This restriction to only two 
chemical elements may seem to limit the 
substances we can study, but the beauty of 
carbon is that it exhibits such a rich and var-
ied chemistry that, even with just C and H as 
building blocks, an amazing variety of poly-
meric materials can be synthesized. By the 
way, I realize PE is a hydrocarbon polymer, 
but I chose to not discuss this term until now.

Polypropylene
Most of the us know polymers by another 
name—plastics. And although I am not sure 
that they are the future as a young Benja-
min Braddock was advised in the movie  
“The Graduate” (3), plastics certainly 
abound, which is why they need to be re-
cycled. In the recycling business, it is best to 
sort plastics by their chemical composition 
to obtain purer material that is more valu-
able and easier to process into new things. 
As you may know, if you have ever looked 
closely at an article made of plastic, they are 
often stamped with a number from 1 to 7 to 
denote their composition. In this scheme, 
high density polyethylene is identified by a 
2, low density polyethylene a 4, and poly-

propylene a 5. However, not all plastic ar-
ticles have these identifying numbers, and 
manual sorting by reading the numbers 
and tossing into bins is too slow for the vast 
amount of plastics being recycled these 
days. That is why automatic sorters have 
been invented that use IR spectroscopy to 
identify objects as they go by on a conveyor 
belt, and then a puff of air blows the ob-
ject into the appropriate bin when it leaves 
the belt (4). The infrared spectrum of poly-
propylene (PP) is sufficiently different from 
that of the polyethylenes to make sorting 
them easy. The chemical structure, infra-
red spectrum, and peak assignments for  
polypropylene are seen in Figure 1.

Like PE, which is made from the ethylene 
monomer and where the C=C bond splits 
open to form chains, PP is also made from 
a monomer where the C=C reacts to form 
chains. Note from Figure 1 that the PP re-
peating unit contains a CH2 and a CH3, and 
that the methyl group is not part of the poly-
mer chain, but hangs down from it, which 
is why it is called a pendant group. The 
major structural difference, then, between 
polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) 
is that PE contains no methyl groups (the 
high density version at least) (1,2), whereas 
PP clearly contains them. Figure 1 shows 
that PP has CH3 stretching peaks at 2956 
and 2875 (going forward all peak positions 
will be in wavenumber [cm-1] units even if not 
noted) labeled A, CH2 stretching peaks at 
2921 and 2840 labeled B, and the methyl 
group umbrella mode at 1377 labeled C.
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One of the beauties of our study of polymers is the opportu-
nity to review some of what we have learned about IR spectral in-

terpretation. Recall that methyl and methylene groups both have 
asymmetric and symmetric C-H stretching vibrations. Their peak 
positions are listed in Table I (5).

We have also learned that methyl and methylene groups have 
C-H stretching peaks (6), and, for CH3 groups, the umbrella bending 
mode typically falls at 1375±10. An examination of Figure 1 shows 
that PP follows these rules well.

Another thing we have learned is that knowing the number of 
C-H stretching peaks between 3000 and 2850 is useful (5). This is 
summarized in Table II.

Because both methyl and methylene groups have two peaks 
in this range, the presence of four peaks means both are present. 
When long alkyl chains are present, the CH3 asymmetric stretching 
peak can be hidden by a much stronger CH2 asymmetric stretch-
ing peak (7), in which case three peaks will be present between 
3000 and 2850. However, this still means both CH2 and CH3 are 
present, because each of these groups by themselves exhibits 
only two peaks in the region. However, if you only see two peaks 
between 3000 and 2850, it means either methyl or methylene are 
present, and you can use Table I to identify the functional group 
present. Because polypropylene contains both methyl and methy-
lene groups, it has four peaks between 3000 and 2850, as seen in 
Figure 1, whereas, since polyethylene only contains CH2, it has two 
peaks in this region (1,2). So, a quick way to distinguish between 
these two polymers would be to simply count the number of peaks 
between 2850 and 3000.
 
Polystyrene
Another recyclable plastic that is all around us is polystyrene, de-
noted by a 6 on the plastics recycling chart. The structure, spectrum, 
and peak assignments for polystyrene are seen in Figure 2. 

Note that the structure of polystyrene contains a CH2 and a 
mono-substituted benzene ring pendant group. Recall that satu-
rated C-H stretches fall below 3000 as we have seen above, and that 
unsaturated C-H stretches fall above 3000 (8). The fact that polysty-
rene has C-H stretches above and below 3000 means it is a mixed 
molecule, that is it contains saturated and unsaturated carbons; 
in this case, the unsaturated carbons are from the benzene ring.  
The unsaturated C-H stretching peaks are at 3081, 3059, and 3025, 
and are labeled A in Figure 2. Polystyrene has only two saturated 
C-H stretching peaks between at 2923 and 2850, labeled B in Figure 
2, because it contains methylene only, congruent with Table II.

Recall (8) that benzene rings have what are called “ring modes” 
from the stretching of the carbon-carbon bonds in the ring.  
These typically fall from 1620 to 1400 (8). In Figure 2, the peak at 1600 
is a ring mode and is labeled C. This peak also has great importance 
outside the field of polymers. Most infrared spectrometers are sold 
with a polystyrene sample, and the position of this peak at 1600 has 
been used for decades as a wavenumber standard (9). Now you 
know that it is a benzene ring mode.

We have also studied how to distinguish between mono- and 
di-substituted benzene rings using the presence or absence of the 
ring bending band at 690±10 and the position of the C-H wagging 
vibration (10). This info is summarized in Table III. 
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TABLE I: The C-H stretch peak positions for C-CH3 and C-CH2 groups

Vibration Wavenumber Range

CH3 Asymmetric 2962 ± 10

CH3 Symmetric 2872 ± 10

CH2 Asymmetric 2926 ± 10

CH2 Symmetric 2855 ± 10

Polystyrene has a ring bending peak at 
698, labeled E in Figure 2. Note that this is 
the biggest peak in the spectrum, and is 
hard to miss. The C-H wag is next at 756 
and is labeled D. A close reading of Table III 
indicates we are in trouble here. Note that 
both mono- and meta- molecules have the 
690 peak, and their C-H wagging ranges 
overlap from 770 to 750. This means if a 
spectrum has a ring bend peak and a C-H 
wag from 770 to 750, the molecule could 
be meta- or mono-. Given that polystyrene 
exhibits the ring bend peak at 698 and its 
C-H wag is at 756, we cannot tell whether it 
is mono- or meta-.

What are we to do? Recall (11) that we can 
use what are called the “benzene fingers” 
to solve this problem. The benzene fingers 
are a series of weak overtone and combi-
nation bands which fall from 1650 to 2000.  
The pattern of peaks they form can be 
used to distinguish mono-, ortho-, meta-, 
and para- substituted benzene rings.  
The patterns are seen in Figure 3. 

Recall that mono- rings have four evenly 
spaced benzene fingers, as illustrated by the 
spectrum of toluene seen in the top of Fig-
ure 3, and that meta-molecules have three 
benzene fingers, as seen in the spectrum of 
meta-xylene in the figure.

The benzene fingers of polystyrene are 
labeled in Figure 2. Note that there are four 
of them evenly spaced, which corresponds 
to the pattern seen for toluene in Figure 3, 
a mono-substituted benzene ring. Hence, 
we conclude that polystyrene contains a 
mono-substituted benzene ring. Note the 
low intensity of the benzene finger peaks 
in Figure 3, which means they may not al-
ways appear if there are stronger peaks in 
this wavenumber region, or if the molecule 
containing the benzene ring is present in 
low concentration. We learned here that 
the benzene fingers are useful—when we 
can see them.

Conclusions
Two hydrocarbon polymers that are com-
monly found and recycled are polypropyl-
ene (PP) and polystyrene. PP is the first exam-
ple we have seen of a pendant group, where 
a functional group hangs off the chain. In the 
case of PP, it is a methyl group. We found 
that PP and polyethylene are easy to dis-

tinguish because the former contains CH2 
groups only, and has just two C-H stretch-
ing peaks between 3000 and 2850, whereas 
PP has methyl and methylene groups so has 
four peaks in this range. PP also has a clear 
CH3 umbrella mode at 1377. We also studied 
the spectrum of polystyrene, and found that 
we had to use the benzene fingers to de-
termine whether its pendant benzene ring 
is mono- or meta-substituted. In this case, 
it is mono-substituted.
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TABLE II: The meaning of varying peak numbers in the 3000–2850 cm-1 range

Number of Peaks: 3000–2850 cm-1 CH2, CH3, or Both?

4 Both

3 Both

2 CH2 or CH3

1 CH2 or CH3

TABLE III: Group wavenumbers for mono- and di-substituted benzene rings

Substitution Pattern Out-of-Plane C-H Bending Ring Bend (690 ± 10 cm-1)

Mono 770–710 Yes

Ortho 770–735 No

Meta 810–750 Yes

Para 860–790 No
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Determination of Elemental  
Impurities in a Nasal Spray by ICP-MS
John Chasse 

Instrumental methods of analysis 
are frequently used to determine 
the level of a compound, class of 

compounds, or other chemical prop-
erty on the studied item. The ability to 
adequately quantify measurement re-
sult uncertainty is crucial for the objec-
tive that triggered the chemical analysis.  
A tutorial and spreadsheet for the valida-
tion and bottom-up uncertainty evaluation 
of quantifications performed by instrumen-
tal methods of analysis based on linear 
weighted calibrations was presented by 
Ricardo J.N. Bettencourt da Silva of the 
University of Lisbon in Lisbon, Portugal, 
and his colleagues. This software tool was 
successfully applied to the determination 
of the mass concentration of cadmium, 
lead, arsenic, mercury, cobalt, vanadium, 
and nickel in a nasal spray by inductively 
coupled plasma–mass spectrometry (ICP-
MS) after samples dilution and acidifica-
tion. Bettencourt da Silva spoke to Spec-
troscopy about applying this software tool 
and the implications for a better under-
standing of quantitative analytical results. 

Your recent paper (1) describes a tu-
torial and spreadsheet for the valida-
tion and bottom-up uncertainty eval-
uation for quantitative instrumental 
methods based on a linear weighted 
regression model. Why do you be-
lieve that there is a need for such a 
tool? What sort of information or 
insight does it provide that currently 
available methods or tools do not?
The developed tool has two merits:  
It has the ability to make accessible com-
plex uncertainty evaluations, and it can 
evaluate the uncertainty from weighted 
calibrations without the need to col-
lect many replicate signals of calibrators.  

The paper includes a user-friendly Micro-
soft Excel file that can be used to assess 
the assumptions and evaluate the uncer-
tainty from linear weighted calibrations of 
instrumental methods of analysis. It is pro-
vided with metrological and statistical tools 
to test the quality of the calibrator and the 
instrumental response linearity where dif-
ferent weighting factors can be selected 
according to how precision varies in the 
calibration interval. The disadvantage of 
weighted regression models, requiring 
the reliable determination of signal preci-
sion in each calibration to better set the 
weighting factors, is overcome by defining 
precision models that can be updated with 
the residual standard deviation estimated 
from daily calibrations based on a few  
replicate signals.

This tool is particularly useful because 
most instrumental methods of analysis 
are calibrated in intervals where the signal 
varies linearly with the studied quantity, 
typically the concentration of an analyte,  
and the precision of the signal varies in 
that interval. Before the publication of this 
paper, such a tool was not available that 
can be easily integrated into the daily ac-
tivities of test laboratories.

Your spreadsheet tool was success-
fully applied to the quantitative deter-
mination of the mass concentration 
of cadmium, lead, arsenic, mercury, 
cobalt, vanadium, and nickel in a 
nasal spray by ICP-MS after sample 
dilution and acidification. What made 
you decide to choose this particular 
application to test your tool? What 
benefits did the utilization of this 
spreadsheet bring to the analysis?
This application was selected because of 
the relevance of the quality control (QC) 

of medicines and because these analyses 
do not include a complex sample prepa-
ration that constitutes an additional rel-
evant uncertainty component. In these 
analyses performed by experts from the 
Palacky University in Olomouc (Czechia) 
in their Good Manufacturing Practice 
(GMP)-certified laboratory, the measure-
ment uncertainty is estimated by combin-
ing calibrators’ values uncertainty with the 
uncertainty from the regression model 
used to define the calibration curve.  
Therefore, the experimental application 
of the developed tool to the analysis of 
nasal sprays spiked with studied analytes 
allowed a detailed assessment of the de-
veloped uncertainty models.

Briefly discuss your findings and their 
implications for a better understand-
ing of quantitative analytical results.
The paper presents experimental evidence 
of the adequacy of the developed measure-
ment uncertainty models and constitutes a 
relevant contribution to the democratiza-
tion (making the tool accessible to every-
one). of complex measurement uncertainty 
evaluations. The quantification of measure-
ment uncertainty is crucial in guaranteeing 
that performed analyses are fit for purpose 
and have known qualities. Measurement 
results are only valid for a specific pur-
pose if their uncertainty is adequately low.  
The measurement uncertainty is also crucial 
for the sound and objective interpretation 
of the analytical information.

What are the biggest challenges that 
you have encountered in developing 
this tool? What options or alternative 
developments are available to over-
come these challenges or to improve 
this spreadsheet approach?
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The biggest challenges we have faced in 
developing this tool were making it user-
friendly and avoiding the need to col-
lect many replicate signals for the daily 
calibration of an instrumental method 
of analysis based on the linear weighted 
regression model. Some authors have 
developed software for evaluating the 
uncertainty of instrumental quantifica-
tions that require demanding and not 
supervised collections of input data.  
A spreadsheet for the Monte Carlo 
simulation of instrumental quantifica-
tion uncertainty was also developed but 
requires some computational resources 
for the simulation.

What sort of feedback did you 
receive from this paper and the  
study results?
We have received very positive feed-
back from the pharmaceutical indus-
try that is becoming more interested in 
measurement uncertainty evaluations to 
guarantee conformity assessment reli-

ability. However, the developed tool can 
be applied to any instrumental method  
of analysis.

What are your next steps regard-
ing this research? Are there any 
additional analytical approaches 
or methods where this tool might  
be beneficial?
We are developing equivalent tools for 
nonlinear regressions and integrating 
complex sample preparation in ana-
lytical methods based on instrumental 
quantification. These research efforts 
will involve the development of new 
metrological tools and their democ-
ratization through tutorials and user-
friendly software.
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H-Classic Papers  
in Atomic Spectroscopy:  
An Integrative Literature Review

In this study, we present a methodical 
qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
H-Classic publications that have made 
key contributions and identify intensive 
mainstream research areas in atomic 
spectroscopy. The main objective of 
this study is to determine which pub-
lications are cited the most and who 
contributed to those publications.  
This study also provides an insight 
into recent historical developments 
in atomic spectroscopy, which can be 
valuable to academic organizations 
and editorial staff in determining areas 
and fields of research. This study also 
creates awareness about the research 
trends in atomic spectroscopy among 
research communities, government or-
ganizations, and funding bodies.

NOTE: Figures 3,4, 6, 
and 8 and Tables II–VII 
of this article can be 
accessed using the QR 
code to the left.

Muhammad Rahil Rafiq and Sadiq M. Sait

During the last decade, there has 
been immense research activity in 
atomic spectroscopy. However, 

there is no methodical analysis currently 
available in the literature that examines 
the most cited publications, their trends, 
and their characteristics. Studies such as 
this one identify and document the articles 
that are most cited by researchers and 
have made key contributions. For the set of 
identified publications, data are extracted 
to obtain the number of publications ap-
pearing in each year as well as their citation 
characteristics, which helps determine the 
evolution of any particular research field.

Bibliometric studies have been con-
ducted in many fields, including the internet 
of things (1), cybernetics (2), cloud comput-
ing (3), software engineering (4), intelligent 
transportation systems (5), soft computing 
(6), enterprise architecture research (7),  
big data for medical research, supply chain 
management, business intelligence, (8–12), 
fuzzy decision research, (13–15), 5G (16), 
limb prosthetics (17), cleft lip and palate (18),  
hypospadiology (19), craniofacial surgery 
(20), neuroscience (21), pelvic floor physio-
therapy (22), orthopedic elbow surgery (23), 
rheumatology (24), craniofacial anomalies 
and craniofacial surgery (20), insular cortex 
brain (25), osteoporosis (26), health care dis-
parities (27), regenerative endodontics (28),  
and telemedicine (29).

The main aim and objective of this 
study is to determine who contributed to 
the most highly cited publications in the 
field of atomic spectroscopy. Along with 
identifying contributors, the study also 
analyzes factors, such as citation counts 
and publication dates. These research in-
sights and trends can assist researchers 
in looking at the current ranking of scien-
tific contributions to refine their research 
plans and focus on a particular research 
area. These research insights also help 
determine potential project funding, 
assess research proposals, decide pro-
motion cases of researchers to higher 
ranks, and create awareness among re-
search communities, government orga-
nizations, and funding bodies. The out-
come of this study answers the following  
research questions:
• the volume, scope, and spatial distri-

bution of research productivity in the  
literature

• statistical analysis of H-Classic papers 
published with impact factors

• most prolific authors, institutes, funding 
agencies, and countries in terms of quan-
tity and total citations of publications

• analysis of top research topics and key-
words 

• research collaborations among authors, 
countries, institutions, and journals

• future trends and prospects of research.

Spectroscopy papers have undergone a double-blind peer review process and are available on our open-access website.

https://www.spectroscopyonline.com/view/h-classic-papers-in-atomic-spectroscopy-an-integrative-literature-review
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Introduction
Electromagnetic radiation carries energy in 
waves. When these waves strike any mate-
rial or particle, they produce a change in 
the wave, the particle, or both. The study 
of the effects of interaction between elec-
tromagnetic radiation and matter is called 
spectroscopy. Atomic spectroscopy is a 
quantitative analysis method for measur-
ing the elemental composition of mat-
ter at low levels and with high accuracy.  
The detection limit varies from 100 to less 
than 0.001 parts per billion (ppb, µg/L), 
for multiple elements, depending on the 
atomic spectroscopy method applied. 

Atomic spectroscopy is extensively used 
to study the internal structure of matter, es-
pecially molecules of complex organic or in-
organic compounds. Atomic spectroscopy 
helps determine the level of micronutrients 
in plants and animals. It also traces elements 
in soil, polluted water, and living things.  
Deficiency or increase levels of essential 
trace elements in our diets has led to se-
vere health problems. As an example, met-

als, such as mercury, lead, and cadmium, are 
toxic to the human body (30). As a result, 
relevant applications for atomic spectros-
copy include food and water analysis for 
element quantity, pharmaceuticals (for the 
remain catalyst in final products), and bio-
logical tissues (blood, liver, and brain muscle 
tissues) for elemental composition.

With each passing day, demand for 
atomic spectroscopy systems is increas-
ing because of more stringent industry 
requirements. To ensure safety and qual-
ity regulations, industries demand that be-
fore their products are launched into the 
market, that their products comply with all 
safety and quality standards. Key driving 
factors include drug safety, fluorescence, 
and food safety. In terms of global market 
trends and investments, atomic spectros-
copy as a field is projected to substan-
tially increase as an industry to above the  
$6.5 billion mark by the year 2024 (31). 

Using citation analysis, the study of 
atomic spectroscopy provides an insight 
into the recent historical developments 

of highly cited papers in the field through 
the use of H-Classics, which can be valu-
able to any academic organization and 
publications editorial staff in understand-
ing the scientific structure and determin-
ing subfields of research. Citation analysis 
helps look at the structure, dynamics, and 
hierarchy of research, and it is a measure of 
influence, effect, and impact, irrespective 
of publication counts. Citations reveal use-
ful information about scientific progress in 
the field. They are used to determine publi-
cation’s quality, their impact, and emerging 
research fronts in the subject area.

The next section of this article elabo-
rates on the approach used to analyze the 
data. The section following that provides 
a detailed analysis and result outcomes 
before finally drawing conclusions on the 
research that has been compiled.

Materials, Method, and Procedure
Bibliometric Analysis
Bibliometric analysis is used to analyze and 
manage citations of research trends for any 
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particular research field (32). As with any sta-
tistical data, bibliometric analysis is most ef-
fective when analyzed properly. Bibliometric 
analysis helps determine which papers are 
most popular in the academic community. 
It also helps in determining which research is 
having an influence in its field. The immense 
breadth and depth of data lead to certain 
challenges as publishing and citation data 
vary across categories and publications, 
which eventually results in getting a broader 
picture of performances in relevant fields. 

As a rule of thumb, publications in dif-
ferent disciplines are cited at a different 
pace or have different citation behavior.  
Consider the life sciences field. In life sci-
ences, papers initially may garner a lot 
of citations, but will quickly taper off,  
whereas in mathematics, by comparison, 
the citation counts are lower, but the same 
papers will continue to gain new citations 
for years after publication. Based on these 
trends, it would be unfair to expect a math-
ematics department to achieve the same 
rate of citation as a biology department. 

Therefore, institutions must find a way 
to fairly measure the performance of dif-
ferent disciplines. Older material tends 
to be more highly cited because it simply 
had more opportunity (time) to be cited.  
The age of publications complicates the 
process of comparing publications to one 
another. Researchers who have been pub-
lishing for a long time are more likely to have 
a greater number of publications and more 
citations than an author who is new; a direct 

comparison of the two would be biased in 
favor of the earlier researcher in this case.  
Citation distribution tends to be quite 
uneven, with only a small number of pub-
lications attaining the most cited status. 
Many publications have few or no citations.  
Citation count also does not indicate any-
thing about the quality of the research that 
was published. Researchers might be cit-
ing the work because they disagree with 
it. Therefore, it is more suitable to mitigate 
these challenges by using relative measures.

Citation Classics was introduced by Eu-
gene Garfield in 1964 (33). It was designed 
for information retrieval to help research-
ers find what they need in the literature.  
In the scientific community, Citation Clas-
sics is a common practice that is employed 
to determine the quality of a publication,  
its impact, and the emerging research 
fronts in a particular subject area. Tracking 
and examining the number of citations an 
article receives helps establish links to other 
research works. Some use it as a quantita-
tive measure, related to research quality and 
quantity. Citation Classics helps in looking 
at the structure, dynamics, and hierarchy 
of research and is a measure of influence, 
effect, and impact, irrespective of publi-
cation counts. When publications are fre-
quently cited, it is an indication that they 
withstand the test of time and are particu-
larly noteworthy in their field. This concept 
of identifying citation classics had selection 
criteria with two approaches: The first ap-
proach is setting thresholds of citation rates  

(to put it simply, authors set X number of 
citations without any significant scientific 
backing), and the second approach is set-
ting a threshold value from the list of pub-
lished papers sorted (in descending order) 
by the number of citations that are received.

The second approach had a limitation 
of not taking into consideration the scien-
tific progress of research areas or their ci-
tation pattern. A new concept of H-Classic 
was presented (34) to address this issue,  
where variable or adaptable thresholds are 
used for each of the different research areas. 
This approach provides an unbiased crite-
rion for identifying citation classics based 
on the systematic and scientific methods in 
any field of research. H-Classics is based on 
the famous H-Index, proposed by George 
Hirsh in 2005. H-Index measures how con-
sistently a work is cited. It is an index that 
aims to measure both the productivity 
and impact of a set of publications. It is the 
most widely used quantitative measure of 
productivity (from number of publications), 
citation-based impacts, and number of ci-
tations simultaneously. By combining them 
into a single number, this reduces the ar-
tificial influence of citation counts (one or 
two highly cited papers). H-Index is com-
monly associated with a set of publications.  
The H-Index is determined by finding out 
the X number of articles in a set of publica-
tions that have been cited X or more times, 
where X is the largest possible number 
for the set of publications. The details of  
H-Index is discussed further in this article.
 
Impact Factor (IF)
The impact factor (IF) of a journal is a well-
known measure of how often the articles in 
journals are cited by later articles. IF con-
siders articles published in a journal over 
the previous two years. One classic defini-
tion of IF is the ratio of citations received 
by all items published in that journal during 
the last two-year period to the number of 
articles published in the last k year period. 
The impact factor score indicates how 
highly cited an average article pub-
lished in a particular journal is relative 
to other articles in its field or discipline.  
Comparing IFs of journals in the same 
field gives a rough indication of which 
journals are more influential. However, IF 

TABLE I: Distribution of 64 H-classic papers in atomic spectroscopy by  
publication years

Years
No. of 

H-Classic 
Papers

Total 
Citations

Mean Total 
Citations 

± SD

Mean 
Average 

Citation Per 
Year ± STD

Average 
10 Yrs 
± SD

1965–1969 1 69 69 ± 0 1.3 ± 0 6.1 ± 0

1980–1984 3 394 131.3 ± 40.5 3.5 ± 1.1 24.7 ± 2.8

1985–1989 5 588 117.6 ± 33.6 3.4 ± 0.9 36.1 ± 3.5

1990–1994 10 1091 109.1 ± 44.6 3.9 ± 1.6 62.1 ± 2.7

1995–1999 9 1262 140.2 ± 117.5 6.1 ± 5.2 73.4 ± 7.6

2000–2004 15 2136 142.4 ± 117.6 7.6 ± 6.9 130.2 ± 6.9

2005–2009 12 1424 118.7 ± 37.9 8 ± 2.7 102.5 ± 3.4

2010–2014 7 1099 157 ± 127.6 16.7 ± 12.6 44.7 ± 5.8

2015–2019 2 385 192.5 ± 161.9 32.1 ± 27 6.1 ± 3.9
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is not an indicator of the quality of the 
journal. Journal Citation Reports (JCR) 
is a resource, which is released annually 
by Clarivate Analytics, for understanding 
the citation patterns in different subject 
categories. It helps in evaluating journal 
quality based on impact factor. 

Different scientific fields have different 
patterns of citation activity. It is important 
to note that if one journal scores high in 
one subject category, it might differ from 
what would be considered a high score in 
another subject category. In other words, 
the range of possible values varies by sub-
ject categories. In addition to impact factor 
score, JCR also publishes quartile rankings 
that are derived for each journal in each 
of its subject categories based on the IF 
distribution such as Q1 (top 25%), Q2 (be-
tween top 50% to top 25%), Q3 (top 75% to 
top 50%), and Q4 (bottom 25%).

Identification of H-Classis
The identification of classic articles, from 
any of the research area, through H-Classis 
is carried as follows.

Data Sources - Bibliographic  
Database for Study
Web of Science (WOS), Scopus, and 
Google Scholar are available and popu-
lar databases. These are widely used to 
search and study scholarly work in relevant 
fields. However, Scopus analyzes data pri-
marily only from 1996 onwards. Google 
Scholar has larger citations indexed,  
which include peer-reviewed journals, and 
also books, monographs, thesis disserta-
tions, and technical reports. Because gray 
literature is also included, Google Scholar 

citation information may not be considered 
to be very accurate or reliable. Therefore, in 
our study, we chose to use WOS because it 
is the most effective, adequate, and com-
prehensive multidisciplinary database.  
It has strong coverage and maintains 
records from 1900 onwards. WOS is re-
nowned as one of the largest citation index 
databases, with over 90 million records in 
over 55 disciplines and over 800 million cited 
references, maintained by Clarivate Ana-
lytics. The database includes the Science 
Citation Index Expanded (1900–present),  
Social Sciences Citation Index (1900–pres-
ent), Arts & Humanities Citation Index 
(1975–present), Conference Proceedings Ci-
tation Index – Science (1998–present), and 
Conference Proceedings Citation Index – 
Social Science & Humanities (1998–present).

For such bibliometric studies, only arti-
cles and review papers are considered “cer-
tified knowledge” (35), apart from books, 
thesis, discussions, news items, meeting ab-
stracts, and notes. Therefore, in our study of 
citation classics, we selected papers only of 
two document types—articles and reviews.  
In the case of WOS, research areas are al-
ready mapped and matched with areas 
of JCR, so the effort for retrieving relevant 
documents individually is reduced. 

Computing the H-Index of Research Area
Tools are available to facilitate the com-
putation of H-Index automatically, but 
H-Index can also be computed manually. 
In order to compute H-Index, the avail-
able dataset should be listed, ranked, and 
sorted in descending order by the number 
of citations received. This process brings 
the paper with the highest numbers of cita-

tions to the top. The H-Index is the paper 
order, immediately above the first paper 
whose order is just below its citation count. 

Computing the H-Core of Research Area
The top highly cited papers would be 
included in the H-Core of research area. 
H-Core of research area consists of H-
Classics, so the H-index of a research area 
symbolizes the cardinality of the H-core of 
the research area. The H-Core of the re-
search area includes the first highly cited 
papers from the previous ranking, meaning 
the H-Classics and thus the H-Index of a 
research area is the ranked H-Core. 

Setting of Research Data  
Under Study & Sample Size
The source of data presented in this study 
was collected in April 2020, from the Sci-
ence Citation Index – Expanded (SCI-Ex-
panded). In WOS, the field tag “TS” finds 
records containing the specific “term” in 
abstracts, titles, and keywords fields. The 
following advanced search query was used, 
which includes name variations in spellings 
or abbreviations to retrieve and extract pa-
pers from WOS (by Clarivate). Such data ad-
equately reflects the literature in the field. 
A query below was executed to retrieve all 
necessary detailed information from biblio-
graphic database to analyze the data.

TS = Atomic Spectroscopy 

The search query resulted in 1214 docu-
ments. Out these, 801 were articles and 
111 were reviews, which were considered.  
All papers were in the English language. 
Documents were sorted in descending 
order based on citation counts. The H-
Index, for the available dataset, was found 
to be 64. Therefore, the first 64 documents 
were classified as highly cited papers 
based on the H-Classic definition were 
considered for further analysis. The year-
wise distribution ranged from 1968 to 2015.

Analysis and Results
This section discusses the results and out-
comes of the study. We begin by identify-
ing H-Classic highly cited papers with the 
year of publication, impact factor, quartile 
rankings, and total and average citations. 
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FIGURE 1: Publication trend of H-classics per year; abscissa is the year and 
ordinate is the number of publications.
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This step is followed by co-citation analy-
sis and network visualization. Finally, the 
contributions of authors, organizations,  
and countries (or territories) are presented. 

H-Classics – Highly Cited Papers Details
As mentioned earlier, 64 highly cited pa-
pers, based on the concept of H-Classics, 
were investigated. These 64 H-Classics 
publications were contributed by 249 au-
thors from 110 institutions and distributed 
among 25 countries or territories. 

The earliest H-Classic article, “Some 
Applications of Microwave-Excited Elec-
trodeless Discharge Tubes in Atomic 
Spectroscopy”, was published in 1968 in 
Applied Optics.

Figure 1 illustrates the distribution 
of H-Classics publications per year be-
tween 1968 and 2015. It shows the overall 
trend according to the annual number of  
H-Classic papers in atomic spectroscopy. 
Starting in the year 1968 with one paper, 
followed by three papers between 1980–
1984, five papers between 1985–1989,  
10 papers between 1990–1994, nine pa-
pers between 1995–1999, 15 papers be-
tween 2000–2004, 12 papers between 
2005–2009, seven papers between 2009–
2010, and two papers in 2015. It is inter-
esting to note that none of the H-Classic 
papers were published before 1968 and 
no publications have yet been classified as  
H-Classic since 2015. Year 1990 to 2009 
had a large number of publications,  
and the year 2005 had the most with  
six papers. Since 2005, the number of  
H-Classics publications has decreased.

Table II shows the breakdown of the 
64 H-classics with authors, titles, sources, 
quartile rankings, impact factor, total cita-
tion count, average citation count (citation 
count per year since the document was 
published), and average citation count of 
the first 10 years since publication. Table 
II includes the ranking by total citation 
count (Rank TC), average citation count  
(Rank AC), and average citation count of 
the first 10 years (Rank A10C). Currently, it is 
sorted based on Rank TC. 

Amongst all 64 H-Classics, a paper au-
thored by Mitchell and others received the 
maximum citation count of 503. The paper 
was published in Nature in 2004, which 
focused on super-resolving phase mea-
surements with a multiphoton entangled 
state. A subsequent paper, with maximum 
citation count of 439, was by J.P. Toennies 
and others that focused on spectroscopy 
of atoms and molecules in liquid helium.  
That paper was published in 1998 (36). 

In terms of average citation count (cita-
tion count per year since it was published), 
the paper that ranked at the top was pub-
lished by Ushijima and others. The article 
focused on cryogenic optical lattice clocks 
and was published in Nature Photonics (37). 
This paper ranked fourth in terms of total 
citation count (307). It is interesting to note 
that paper (38) ranked seventh in terms of 
average citation count (n = 13) is ranked 
48th in terms of total citations (n = 78).

In terms of average citation count for 
the last 10 years, the paper which ranked 
12th, published by Fernanda Silva and 
others in D. Microchimica Acta in 2006, 

focused on coupling cloud point extrac-
tion to instrumental detection systems for 
metal analysis. This paper (39) is ranked 
28th with respect to total citations (n = 121)  
and ranked 18th in terms of average cita-
tion count (citation count per year since it 
was published). 

Such detailed analysis of the average 
citation count and the average citation 
count for the last 10 years gives a broader 
perspective regarding the significance of 
contributions, rather than only focusing on 
total citations. 

Statistical Analysis
Exploratory data analysis was performed, 
which refers to a set of procedures for 
producing descriptive summaries of data.  
It allows for examination of the data as 
they are (without any assumptions) and 
understand the relationships among vari-
ables. An IBM SPSS Statistics 24.0 was used 
to perform the statistical data analysis.  
Table III lists key data features from the 
available dataset in terms of range, mean, 
and standard deviation.

VOSviewer, a powerful tool that ana-
lyzes structures of the scientific field, was 
used to visualize different types of bib-
liometric networks. A bubble map was 
generated to visualize the data and the 
impact terms. Each circle represents the 
term used in the titles and abstracts of the 
H-Classic publications. The terms are lo-
cated based on co-occurrences in the titles 
and abstracts. The higher the number of 
co-occurrence of two terms, the closer 
they will be located. The binary counting 
method was selected, and this method 
counts multiple occurrences within a single 
publication as one. All other visualization 
settings were chosen as the “Default.” Pe-
ripheral or general terms were excluded 
manually (by visual inspection) from the 
map generated. 45 terms appeared in 
H-Classic publications and were grouped 
into seven clusters as shown in Figure 2.  
The average citations of all 45 terms was 
125.59. H-Classic publications with spe-
cific terms with average citation counts 
are included in Table IV. The outcome of 
the result implies that the emergence of 
topics related to interference, interfer-
ometry, induced breakdown, selenium,  
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troscopy; 1.1. data-network visualization, with a bubble map visualizing terms 
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and spontaneous emission, seems to be 
set to continue and flourish in the future.

Citation Networks
Figure 3 represents the citation network 
among the 64 H-Classics of atomic spec-
troscopy. Amongst them, six were non-
interlinked papers. The network is formed 
based on the interlinked papers with 
the publication year and the first author.  
The larger the bubble size is, the higher 
the citation count is. The bubble color 
represents research topics, which are clas-
sified into four topics: (1) introduction and 
plasma–atomic spectroscopy (red, n = 5, 
citations = 723); (2) detection techniques 
(green, n = 4, citations = 543); (3) chro-
matography (blue, n = 2, citations = 303);  
and (4) cadmium determination (yellow,  
n = 2, citations = 259).

Cluster 1 and 2, which focus on plasma–
atomic spectroscopy and detection tech-
niques, gained maximum attention and 
importance. Overall, all the H-Classic  
papers received balanced attention. 

Major Contributors
This section elaborates on the contribution 
of authors, countries, journals, institutions, 
and funding agencies in the 64 H-Classics 
for atomic spectroscopy. 

Authors
An analysis of the influence and contribu-
tions of authors, based on the frequency of 
occurrences with two or more H-Classics 
publications, was conducted. The top pro-
lific authors who contributed the most are 
listed in Table V. In terms of total citations, 
Ficek achieved the maximum citations of 
372. In terms of average citations per year, 
Ushijima ranked as the top candidate, 
whereas in terms of average citation for the 
first 10 years, Mitchell (40) ranked at the top.

A visualized output of bibliographic 
coupling (41) helps in knowing the relation-
ship between papers. A reference docu-
ment cited by two papers indicates a rela-
tionship between them. The map presents 
a visual representation of the productivity 
of co-citations, which are indicated by net-
work connections among the documents. 
It deals with sharing of one or more refer-
ences by two documents. Two citing doc-

uments are bibliographic coupled if they 
cite the same publications. The strength 
of coupling between citing documents, 
depends upon the total number of cita-
tions they have in common. The higher the 
number of common references, the higher 
is the coupling strength of the papers. Bibli-
ographic coupling is a fixed and permanent 
relation and does not change with time. 

Figure 4 illustrates the bibliographic 
coupling perspective of authors amongst 
the 64 H-Classics of atomic spectroscopy. 
The authors Gornushkin, Matveev, Pappas, 
Smith, and Winefordner form the main 
core of authors with a TLS that equals 915. 
The map visualizes authors who are either 
co-authors or have similar research profiles.

Countries
The contribution from countries and territo-
ries was determined based on the address 
provided by the authors in their publica-
tions. Figure 5 plots the global geographical 
distribution of the 64 H-Classic publications 
in atomic spectroscopy. The leading coun-
try that contributed the most was the United 
States (n = 25, 39%), followed by Germany 
(n = 14, 22%), the United Kingdom (n = 8, 
13%), Spain (n = 6, 9%), Canada (n = 5, 8%), 
Belgium and France (n = 4, 6%), Brazil, Po-
land, Sweden, and Switzerland (n = 3, 5%), 
and finally Argentina, Australia, Italy, Russia, 
and South Korea (n = 2, 3%). In regards to re-
gions of the world, European countries con-
tributed the most (n = 54, 84%), followed by 
North America (n = 30, 47%), South America 
(n = 5, 8%), Oceania (n = 3, 5%), and Asia  
(n = 2, 3%). It shows that European countries 
contributed strongly, especially Germany.

Figure 6 shows the co-authorship across 
countries and authors from which pub-

lished H-Classics in atomic spectroscopy. It 
reflects the degree to which researchers in 
different countries communicate with each 
other. The details of the co-authorship net-
work components (bubble) are as follows:
• color—the diversification of research 

initiatives
• size—influential countries (number of 

papers published)
• link—the extent of cooperative relation-

ship
• distance—level of cooperation. 
The link strength between countries,  
with number of papers, citations, and other 
details, are mentioned in Table VI. 

Journals
Contributions from the top 10 journals, 
each with more than one H-Classic paper, 
include Spectrochimica Acta Part B-Atomic 
Spectroscopy (n = 8, 5.1%), Analytical 
Chemistry (n = 7, 4.4%), Physical Review 
Letters (n = 6, 3.8%), Nature Photonics (n 
= 3, 1.9%), IEEE Sensors Journal, Micro-
chimica Acta, Analyst, Talanta, Journal of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry, Journal 
of Analytical Atomic Spectrometry, Micro-
chimica Acta, and Talanta (n = 2, 1.2%). The 
details of the H-Classic papers with their 
available impact factors (JCR) and quartile 
rankings are presented in Table II. One of 
the papers was published in Nature (IF = 
43.07) and three papers in Nature Photon-
ics (IF = 31.583). It is noteworthy that 80% 
of H-Classics papers were published in Q1 
ranked journals, 9% in Q2 and 6% in Q3, 
which implies that H-Classic papers were 
not limited only to prestigious Q1 indexed 
journals as 17% of these papers were pub-
lished in Q2 and Q3 ranked journals. Such 
insights answer the question about the 

FIGURE 5: Global geographical distribution of H-classic publications in  
atomic spectroscopy.
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impact and ranking of prolific papers in  
atomic spectroscopy.

Figure 7 shows the co-citations network 
of cited journals with 20 clusters (nodes). 
The details of the co-citation network com-
ponents (bubble) are as follows:
• color—group to which bubble (cluster) 

is assigned 
• size—activity of journal (number of pa-

pers published)
• distance—determines the citation fre-

quency (the smaller the distance, the 
higher number of citations). 

The co-citation analysis of journals assists in 
extrapolating the overall structure, and the 
characteristics of journals in terms of subject 
categories. The network shows that Spec-
trochim. Acta B. ranked at the top, followed 
by Anal. Chem., J. Anal. Atom Spectrom., 
and Phys. Rev. A. The distribution of a few 
major journals for H-Classics in atomic 
spectroscopy can be broadly classified into 
Analytical Chemistry, Applied Chemistry, 
Physical Chemistry, Applied Physics, Optics,  
Food Science & Technology, and Instrumen-
tation and Multidisciplinary Agriculture. 

Institutions
Contributions from institutions is deter-
mined based on the address provided by 
authors in their publications. Table VI illus-
trates the scientific influence of institutions, 
in terms of publications (with more than one 
publication) and citation counts. 

It is observed that a few H-Classics pa-
pers in atomic spectroscopy were published 
by authors from lower ranked or unranked 
universities, which include Universidade 

Federal do Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), Adam 
Mickiewicz University (Poland), Universidad 
Nacional de San Luis (Argentina). This in-
formation negates the general perception 
that only top ranked institutions publish 
high-quality papers. 

Figure 8 illustrates the bibliographic cou-
pling perspective of institutions (based on 
the affiliation of authors). The interconnec-
tions show the author of institutions citing 
the same reference document with similar 
profiles. Iowa State University stands out 
with three papers. In terms of citations, 
University of Toronto ranked as the top in-
stitution (n = 503) followed by Universidade 
Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (n = 427)

Conclusion
This paper provides an insight into historical 
developments in the field of atomic spec-
troscopy using H-Classics. A few key find-
ings are summarized below:
• 64 Atomic Spectroscopy H-Classic pa-

pers were identified between 1968–2015, 
and the total citation count ranges from  
64 to 503. 

• Amongst those 64 H-Classics, paper au-
thored by Mitchell (40) and others pub-
lished in Nature about super-resolving 
phase measurements with a multiphoton 
entangled state received the max citations. 

• Ficek (42) from The University of 
Queensland authored most H-Classic 
publications in atomic spectroscopy with 
a max citations total of 372.

• Iowa State University of Science and 
Technology, the University of Florida, 
and the University of Hamburg were 

the major contributors for H-Classics in 
atomic spectroscopy. 

• The United States appeared to be the 
most productive country and forms 
the major core of journals, followed by  
Germany, Canada, and Spain.

• 80% of H-Classics papers were published 
in Q1 ranked journals, 9% in Q2 ranked 
journals, and 6% in Q3 ranked journals, 
which implies that H-Classic papers were 
not limited only to prestigious Q1 indexed 
journals since 17% of these papers were 
published in Q2 and Q3 ranked journals. 

• 56.2% of H-Classic papers were funded 
by agencies worldwide. Funding was 
overwhelmingly supported by the United 
States (Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA), National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF), and the United 
States Department of Defense) fol-
lowed by European Union agencies for  
atomic spectroscopy.
Finally, this study is quite significant in 

understanding past, current, and future 
trends in atomic spectroscopy. It will con-
tribute to create awareness about trends 
in atomic spectroscopy, amongst research 
communities, government organizations, 
and funding bodies.
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A Highly Selective Colorimetric and 
“Turn-Off” Fluorimetric Probe Based 
on Unsymmetrical Naphthalene 
Formaldehyde Derivatives for the 
Detection of CN− in Aqueous Media

A novel hydrazone-based cyanide (CN−)
fluorescent probe, HNT, was synthe-
sized by 1-hydrazine methyl-2-naphthol 
and 2,3,4-trihydroxybenzaldehyde. 
CN− has stronger basicity and a superior 
hydrogen-bonding ability than other 
anions. Therefore, CN− can deproton-
ate naphthalene hydroxyl in fluorescent 
probe HNT, which induced the bright 
yellow fluorescence that was quenched 
before changing the color of the solu-
tion from yellow to orange. This color 
change indicates that fluorescent probe 
HNT showed selective recognition of CN− 
and was not interfered with by other an-
ions. HNT can quantitatively detect CN−, 
and the detection limit is 6.93 × 10-7 M. 
The manufactured HNT test strip could 
also quickly detect CN−, which indicates 
that HNT has certain application value. 

NOTE: Figures 1 , 
2,3,6, and 7 of this ar-
ticle can be accessed 
using the QR code to 
the left.

Ying Yao, Kai Gui, Xu-Mei Fu, Hui-Xin Liu, and Jing-Han Hu 

Cyanogen has attracted ex-
tensive attention because of its 
outstanding virulence and prac-

ticability among many anions. The toxicity 
of cyanide (CN−) can cause serious harm 
to the environment and living organisms 
(1). When living organisms ingest a cer-
tain amount of CN− through respiration,  
their digestive tract, or the surface of their 
skin, CN− will inhibit the activity of various 
enzymes in cells, causing symptoms such as 
vomiting, convulsions, and even central re-
spiratory failure and death (2–4). CN− is also 
widely used in industrial production to syn-
thesize polymers fibers and resins, extract 
gold, and synthesize various herbicides, 
which increases the possibility of life being 
harmed by CN− (5–7). The United States 
and the World Health Organization (WHO) 
stipulates that the maximum content of 
CN− in drinking water should not exceed 
1.9 μmol/L (8). Given this regulation, the 
synthesis of a fluorescent probe with a high 
sensitivity, low manufacturing cost, short 
response time, and specific recognition of 
CN−, is significant to the environment and 
organisms. In the literature, probes mainly 

detect CN− through mechanisms such as 
addition, hydrogen bonding, and deprot-
onation (9–13). Among them, deprotonation 
uses CN− with strong basicity to undergo 
deprotonation reaction with the hydroxyl 
or imino group in the probe to change the 
electron distribution in the probe molecule 
and generate corresponding photoelec-
trochemical changes. Currently, the probe 
is the most effective method for detecting 
CN− concentration (14–18). Our team is also 
very interested in such probes (19–28).

In this work, 2-hydroxy-1-naphthalde-
hyde derivatives were used as luminescent 
groups because of their good spectral char-
acteristics (14,29,30), which improves the 
sensitivity of these probes. To ensure the 
probe has better selectivity and recyclabil-
ity, we designed a probe based on naph-
thaldehyde (31–33). After the probe reacted 
with CN−, the molecule was deprotonated 
because of the strong basicity of CN−.  
The fluorescence and UV spectrum of the 
molecule changed simultaneously, the 
color of the solution changed from yel-
low to orange, and the fluorescence was 
quenched at λex = 365 nm. The results show 
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that the HNT fluorescence probe can selectively recognize CN−. 
The detection limit of the HNT probe for CN− has been as low as  
6.93 × 10-7 M. In addition, we have made a test strip for the HNT probe, 
which can quickly identify and detect the contents of water samples.  
According to the mechanism of the above process, we verified it 
by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), UV-vis, and other differ-
ent methods. Besides that, we also made density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations.

Experimental
Reagents and Apparatus 
All reagents and solutions are commercially available and analyti-
cally pure without further purification. The experimental water was 
double distilled and prepared by a standard method. The tetrabu-
tylammonium salt (F−, Cl−, Br−, I−, AcO−, ClO4

−, HSO4
−, and H2PO4

−) 
of the anion and the sodium salt (CN− and SCN−) of the anion were 
analytically pure and purchased from Alfa-Aesar Chemical Reagent 
Co. and stored in a vacuum dryer.

UV-vis spectra were measured on a Shimadzu UV-2550 UV spec-
trometer. The fluorescence emission spectrum was recorded on a 
Shimadzu RF-5301 fluorescence spectrometer; 1H NMR used tetra-
methylsilane (TMS, δ grade) as the internal standard and was mea-
sured at 600 MHz on a Mercury-400BB spectrometer. The melting 
point was measured on the X-4 digital micro melting point meter. 
Electrospray ionization–mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) was measured 
on a ZAB-HS instrument.

Synthesis and Characterization of Probe HNT 
The intermediate 1-hydrazine methyl-2-naphthol was synthesized 
according to the method in the literature (34). 2-hydroxy-1-naphthal-
aldehyde hydrazine (0.9309 mg, 5 mM) and 2,3,4-trihydroxybenzal-
dehyde (0.7706 mg, 5 mM) were added to a round bottom flask with 
dimethylformamide (DMF) (25 mL) as the solvent and refluxed under 
stirring at 120 °C for 7 h before being cooled to room temperature, 

filtered to obtain a yellow solid, and crystallized with water ethanol 
to obtain a pure product (Scheme 1). The yield was 72% (m.p. > 300 
°C). 1H-NMR spectral conditions and results are as follows: 1H-NMR 
(600 MHz, DMSO-d6): 12.92 (s, 1H), 11.20 (s, 1H), 10.00 (s, 1H), 8.91  
(s, 1H), 8.65 (s, 1H), 8.57 (s, 1H), 8.53 (s, 1H), 8.04 (d, 1H), 8.00 (d, 1H), 
7.60 (s, 1H), 7.43 (s, 1H), 7.24 (s, 1H), 7.01 (s, 1H). IR(KBr; cm−): 3442 (s),  
1625 (s), 1390 (m), 1353 (m), 1320 (m), 1177 (m), 993 (w), 840 (w), 786 (m),  
742 (w); m/z (ES+): 321.08 [C18H13O4N2-H]+. 

Results and Discussion
The synthesis steps of fluorescence probe HNT were introduced in 
detail, and its structure has been characterized by 1H NMR, infrared 
(IR) spectroscopy, and ESI–MS. Next, the influence of different an-
ions (F−, Cl−, Br−, I−, AcO−, H2PO4

−, HSO4
−, ClO4

−, CN−, and SCN−) 
(1.0 × 10-2 M) on the spectral changes of chemical probe were stud-
ied by UV spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy.

After adding 50 equivalents of different anions (F−, Cl−, Br−, I−, 
AcO−, H2PO4

−, HSO4
−, ClO4

−, CN−, and SCN−), a dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO):water (1:1, v:v) solution containing the fluorescence probe 
HNT was utilized as the host to fully react and observe the changes 
of the solution. The results showed that the color of the solution 
containing the HNT probe changed from bright yellow to orange 
only after CN− was added. At the same time, the corresponding 
absorption spectrum data showed that the strong absorption peak 
at 375 nm disappeared, and a new absorption peak appeared at 428 
nm. However, other anions (F−, Cl−, Br−, I−, AcO−, H2PO4

−, HSO4
−, 

ClO4
−, CN−, and SCN−) did not cause any significant change in the 

absorption spectrum of the HNT solution (Figure 1a). 
The dimethyl sulfoxide:water (1:1, v:v) solution containing the host 

HNT was excited at 365 nm of the UV lamp. The emission peak 
at 533 nm was significantly reduced only when the CN− ions were 
added (Figure 1b). Under the 365 nm of lamp, the solution was ob-
served to change from bright yellow to colorless. When other an-
ions were present in solution, the fluorescence color and emission 
intensity of the host HNT had no obvious change.

To verify the anti-interference ability of the probe HNT, we in-
vestigated the recognition ability of the probe HNT to CN− in the 
presence of various anions (F−, Cl−, Br−, I−, AcO−, H2PO4

−, HSO4
−, 

ClO4
−, CN−, and SCN−) by recording the UV-vis spectrum and fluo-

rescence spectrum. As shown in Figure 2a, there was no obvious 
photochemical change in dimethyl sulfoxide:water (1:1, v:v) solution 
with other anions and host HNT. When CN− was added to each 
group of solutions, the UV-vis spectrum and emission intensity were 
similar to the solutions, which contain CN− only. The results showed 
that the existence of other competitive ions had an inconsiderable 
effect on the specific detection of CN− (Figure 2b).

The interaction between HNT and CN− was further studied by 
UV-vis and fluorescence titration. As shown in Figure 3a, once the 
concentration of CN− increased from 0.0 to 8.2 equivalents, the 
absorption peak at 375 nm decreased, and at 428 nm, it increased 
gradually. With the increased CN− concentration, the emission in-
tensity at 533 nm decreased gradually under a 365 nm excitation 
wave. When the concentration of CN− increases to 12.4 equivalents, 
the fluorescence emission intensity is the weakest (Figure 3b).
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SCHEME 1: The synthetic procedure for sensor HNT.
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According to fluorescence titration spectrum, the changes in the 
fluorescence intensity of HNT with CN− were almost linear (Figure 
4). We calculated the fluorescence detection limit of the HNT probe 
for CN− by using formula 3SB/S (where S is the slope of calibration 
curve and SB is the standard deviation of blank solution). The re-

sults showed that the detection limit of the fluorescence spectrum 
was 6.93 × 10−7 M for CN−, which was far lower than the maximum 
level of CN− in drinking water from the WHO guidelines. Using the 
same calculation formula, the detection limit of UV-vis titration is  
2.73 × 10-6 M. Compared with the recently reported CN− fluorescent 
probe, HNT could detect CN− with lower concentration by UV and 
fluorescence methods (Table I).

To further study the applicable range of probe HNT when mixed 
with CN−, we used fluorescence spectrometry. Using fluorescence 
spectrometry allowed us to study the effect of pH on the recogni-
tion process. CN− was added to the HNT buffer solution at different 
pH levels, and its fluorescence emission intensity was measured. As 
shown in Figure 5, the probe HNT showed significant fluorescence 
reduction to CN− in the pH range of 2.0–9.0, and there was no obvi-
ous change in other working ranges. This result indicated that pH 
has some influence on the recognition of CN−.

We further discussed the recognition mechanism of probe 
molecules to CN− through 1H NMR titration and DFT calculation: 
Through 1H NMR titration experiments, we can see that the host 
molecules showed characteristic structural changes after CN− was 
added to the solution of host HNT. As shown in Figure 6, the host 
HNT molecule has a strong peak corresponding to naphthalene 
hydroxyl at 12.48 ppm. When 1 equivalent of CN− (0.1 mol/L, DMSO-
d6) was added to the host molecule in total, the -OH peak at 12.48 
ppm disappears. Because the strong basicity of CN−, a deproton-
ation reaction with strong acid is caused easily. Moreover, through 
1H NMR spectra, we found that the position of aromatic peak gradu-
ally moved to the up field with the increase of CN−. After adding 
CN−, electron delocalization and intramolecular charge transfer 
occurred inside the host HNT.

To further explore the reaction mechanism of HNT and CN−, DFT 
calculation was carried out and analysis was carried out according to 
B3LYP/6-31G theory. As shown in Figure 7, it showed that the highest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO) of HNT-related molecules were almost 
distributed on the naphthalene ring. After adding CN−, the hydroxyl 
group in the naphthalene ring was deprotonated, and the electrons 
in LUMO were transferred to the benzene ring of 2,3,4-trihydroxy-
benzaldehyde. The energy gaps between them is 0.15452 au and 
0.08831 au, respectively. The energy gaps indicated that the energy 
gap decreases and the system is more stable after the interaction 
between HNT and CN−. Based on the 1H-NMR titration and DFT 
results, a possible recognition mechanism of the system was carried 
out by the Scheme 2.

Application
We tested the reversibility of detection and recognition of CN− by 
adding hydrochloric acid to the mixed solution of HNT and CN−. 
As shown in Figure 8, the fluorescence intensity of the HNT solu-
tion with CN− was marked as “Off”, and the fluorescence emis-
sion intensity was significantly reduced at 533 nm. When concen-
trated hydrochloric acid was added to solution of HNT and CN−, 
the fluorescence emission intensity was significantly enhanced,  
and the labeling phenomenon was labeled as “On.” After add-
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FIGURE 9: Images of HNT on test papers under irra-
diation at 365 nm. (a) Only HNT, (b) after immersion in 
DMSO:H2O (v:v, 1:1) solution with CN−, (c) after immersion 
in a DMSO:H2O (v:v, 1:1) solution with other anions, and (d) 
after immersion in a DMSO:H2O (v:v, 1:1) solution with CN− 
and other anions.
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ing CN− continuously, the mixed solution 
showed a decrease in fluorescence intensity, 
which indicated that the HNT has reversibil-
ity when recognizing and detecting CN−.  
In repeated operations, the phenomenon 
of “Off–On–Off” was repeated many times 
with almost no fluorescence loss.

To verify the recognition and detection 
of CN− by host HNT in actual environment, 
we have made a test paper based on host 
HNT. Test strips that were 4 cm long and 
1 cm wide were prepared, soaked in a 
dimethyl sulfoxide solution of main HNT 
(0.01 mol/L) completely, and then dried 
in a vacuum drying oven. As shown in  
Figure 9, when the CN− reserve liquid is 
dripped onto the test strip, yellow color of 
the test strip changed to orange, and the 
yellow color was disappeared under the 
UV lamp. The above phenomenon proved 
that the test strips were used for rapid de-
tection of CN− in aqueous solution. 

Based on the above properties, we used 
the photochromic ability of HNT under UV-
vis light stimulation to design a logic circuit 
containing input and output signals (38). The 
logic circuit was designed with four types of 
input signals: (In1: 254 nm UV light; In2: >500 
nm visible light; In3: CN; and In4: HCl) and 
output signal (OUT1: emission intensity at 
533 nm). The “open” state is assigned the 
boolean value “1”, and the “closed” state is 
assigned the boolean value “0”. When the 
emission intensity at 533 nm drops to the 
lowest, the output signal is regarded as an 
open state, the boolean value is “1”. The sit-
uation is regarded as closed, and the bool-
ean value is “0”. The logic circuit diagram 
corresponding to the truth table is shown in 
the right-side diagram of Figure 10.

Conclusions
In this paper, we designed and synthesized 
a new type of high-sensitivity sensor, HNT, 
which provides colorimetric and fluorescent 
response to CN− in aqueous solution, and 
the minimum detection limit is 6.93 × 10-7 
M. Fortunately, the fluorescence of HNT 
changes after adding CN− and AcOH, so it 
can be applied to the ultra-sensitive Implica-
tion logic circuit. In addition, we have pro-
duced test strips that were used to quickly 
and easily detect CN−. Based on the vari-
ous properties and applications of probe 

HNT, it was concluded that probe HNT is 
a promising CN− indicator with strong anti-
interference abilities, easy operation, fast 
response, and low detection limit.
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Challenges of 
Spectrofluorometry, Part 2:  
Instrument-Specific Concerns

Part 1 of this three-part series pro-
vided a procedure for quickly record-
ing acceptable fluorescence spectra 
with classic commercial spectrofluo-
rometers for most samples in com-
mon 1 -cm-pathlength cuvettes .  
Part 2 of the series describes instru-
ment-specific concerns that require 
modifications to our initial procedure 
if we want spectra that can be accu-
rately reproduced in other laboratories.  
Part 3 will discuss how the sample it-
self can make reproducibility between  
instruments challenging.”

Caitlyn English, Zechariah Kitzhaber, Joshua Williams, and M.L. Myrick 

In Part I of this series, we described 
a simple procedure to select con-
ditions under which fluorescence 

excitation and emission spectra are 
acquired with a commercial spectro-
fluorometer for the most common 
type of sample—a solution of emit-
ting molecules in a common 1-cm-
pathlength cuvette. This procedure 
is satisfactory for routine samples, 
par ticularly when the results are 
for relative or qualitative purposes.  
However, when comparisons are 
needed between different laborato-
ries or different instruments, the differ-
ences between instrument responses 
become important to understand  
and rectify. 

There are many reasons that spec-
trofluorometry of a routine sample 
might be inconsistent from instrument 
to instrument. This part of the series 
describes at a high level some of the 
reasons for these inconsistencies even 
when you “collect data right the first 
time,” and provides a procedure for how 
to correct for instrumental responses 
and artifacts.

Figure 1 in Part 1 provided a sche-
matic diagram of a conventional spec-
trofluorometer with a continuous light 
source, and defines horizontal and 
vertical directions with respect to light 

polarization. For reproducible spectro-
fluorometry, we need to reproduce the 
instrument settings and filters at a mini-
mum. However, even with these factors 
kept constant, there are reasons fluo-
rescence data recorded on different in-
struments or at different times on the 
same instrument might be inconsistent 
with one another.

Beginning with the lamp and end-
ing with the emission detector, every 
element of the instrument that pro-
duces, detects, or interac ts with 
light can result in instrument-specific 
ef fects on a measured spectrum.  
Nearly all interactions can affect the 
light intensity or polarization to a 
greater or lesser degree. 

Some of the instrumental factors that 
can affect the apparent spectrum and 
that were not discussed in Part I include 
the following: 
• The lamp intensity and spectrum can 

vary from instrument to instrument 
and over time

• Transmission of light from the light 
source into the excitation monochro-
mator can vary with wavelength and 
over time

• The excitation spectrometer optics 
can affect the overall throughput 
and the polarization of light reaching  
the sample
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• The emission spectrometer optics will 
affect the throughput and polarization 
of fluorescence reaching the detector

• The reference detector and its beam 
splitter have overall relative efficien-
cies that vary with wavelength and 
polarization of the beam

• Any optical filters used in the system 
will introduce their spectral features, 
which may vary with the degree of col-
limation of the beam

• Colored glass filters used in the spec-
trofluorometer can fluoresce and add 
to the background of the measure-
ment (1)

• Any interference-type filter used in the 
system will affect horizontal and verti-
cal polarizations differently if not used 
at normal incidence

• The cuvette affects reflection and 
transmission losses as a function of 
its material

• The point of intersection of the excita-
tion and detection optical paths inside 
the sample may vary, affecting the 
relative amount of inner filter effects 
that are observed

• The cuvette positioning affects the 
point of overlap of the excitation and 
detection volumes inside the sample

• A poorly chosen or poorly cleaned 
cuvette may have a measurable auto-
fluorescence of its own, or may have 
a measurable absorption spectrum 
that interferes with the spectroscopy 
of the sample it contains (for example,  
optical glass in the UV)

• Some cuvettes may not be intended 
for precision spectroscopy because of 
heterogeneities in the material

• Using different sample geometries 
(90-degree, 180-degree, square or 
triangular cuvettes) will greatly affect 
self-absorption, polarization, and the 
sampling volume

• The detectors have wavelength-de-
pendent light detection efficiencies

• Both monochromators may exhibit 
wavelength offset errors

• Motor drive mechanisms could be 
malfunctioning leading to poor re-
peatability of the wavelength

• Each monochromator may exhibit er-
rors in spectral bandwidth (SBW)

• The monochromator slits may not 
move evenly, causing the wavelength 
offset errors to vary with slit width

• The detector may show nonlinearities
• Gear mechanisms for moving gratings 

in both monochromators may exhibit 
hysteresis

• Recorded spectra may have a back-
ground or intensity offset that varies 
with wavelength.
Reference detectors are commonly 

used to reduce the dependence of the 
spectrum on many of these factors in 
the excitation system. Pre-installed cali-
bration files for the main detector may 
be used to largely correct for a number 
of these factors in the emission system. 
However, these compensations are not 
found universally, and even with them, 
there are factors that are not fully com-
pensated or that change over time and 
require recalibration. As a result, we still 
observe wavelength- and polarization-
dependent factors that vary between 
different instruments, or even between 
measurements made on the same in-
strument if parts have been replaced, 
if the alignment changes, if calibration 
files have been updated, removed, 
added, lost, or if components of the 
instrument have aged. In addition,  
slow phosphorescence of the sample 
could make a spectral profile depen-
dent on how quickly the overall mea-
surement is made, which could also vary 
between users or instruments.

Procedure:
Evaluate → Collect → Correct
In Part 1, we described the method for 
choosing initial conditions for measure-
ment. In Part 2, we focus on the process 
of modifying our initial conditions if nec-
essary and correcting measurements 
for instrument response and artifacts.  
The procedure we are about to intro-
duce is appropriate for situations in 
which you are trying to generate data 
for routine samples that will be repro-
ducible on other instruments and in 
the future. We recommend that certain 
aspects (wavelength errors, SBW errors, 
range of linearity, polarization) of the in-
strument performance be determined 

before data is collected. By doing so 
ahead of data collection, final through-
put correction procedures based on 
fluorescence standards and calibrated 
detectors can be applied properly.

Evaluate Your Instrument
We need to evaluate our system for 
wavelength errors in the excitation and 
emission monochromators, SBW errors, 
and detector linearity as a starting point 
to collecting data for interlaboratory 
comparisons. We also need to evaluate 
the need for polarization compensation 
in our instrument. These factors cannot 
be readily repaired after our corrected 
spectrum is created in the end. 

Evaluation of the wavelength preci-
sion, SBW precision, and detector lin-
earity are adapted from the literature (2), 
which provides much more information 
and is recommended to the reader. 

Wavelength Precision
A gear mechanism moves optical com-
ponents of most monochromators.  
To avoid the effects of gear backlash 
or hysteresis on wavelength precision, 
all measurements should be recorded 
in the same scan direction (either in-
creasing wavelength or decreasing 
wavelength). To ensure the wavelength 
of the first points in the spectrum are 
correct, we recommend over-scanning 
by a few nanometers. For example,  
if we are going to make our measure-
ments by scanning downward in wave-
length starting from 600 nm, we might 
want to begin the scan a few nano-
meters higher in wavelength so that 
gear backlash is removed by the time 
the monochromator reaches 600 nm.  
If scanning upward, we might start the 
scan a few nm lower in wavelength than 
the planned starting point for the same 
reason. Commercial instruments may 
automatically overscan the wavelength 
axis to avoid this problem.

Small atomic (mercury, neon, argon, 
krypton, xenon) lamps that are approxi-
mately the size and shape of pencils 
and that provide well-known reference 
wavelengths are common tools in spec-
troscopy. There are various manufactur-
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ers of these inexpensive lamps with different brand names.  
If a lamp of this type is placed in the position of the sample so 
that the emission monochromator entrance is illuminated, and 
if the entrance slit is narrowed to give the highest resolution, 
the apparent emission wavelengths of the atomic lines from 
these lamps can be measured and used to correct the emis-
sion monochromator wavelength axis. Any filters placed in the 
spectrofluorometer need to be removed before beginning.

These lamps are difficult to use to correct the excitation 
wavelength. One common approach to wavelength correc-
tion of the excitation monochromator is to use the emission 
monochromator as a reference. It requires the emission 
monochromator to have its wavelength axis determined first,  
and is only as good as the emission monochromator wave-
length correction. 

The first step in this procedure is to select an emission 
wavelength, place a cuvette containing an aqueous dilute 
scattering solution of your choice into the sample compart-
ment, and record an excitation spectrum. Large peaks in the 
excitation spectrum will appear at the selected wavelength of 
the emission monochromator. Large peaks can also appear at 
½ of that wavelength because of higher orders of the emission 
monochromator grating if those wavelengths are produced 
by a lamp. A few well-chosen emission monochromator set-
tings can potentially provide several points for correction of 
the excitation monochromator wavelength axis. The accuracy 
of the emission wavelength correction is ±0.1 nm or better 
(2). The excitation wavelength correction done this way is not 
quite as good (±0.2 nm). Because of gear backlash, wave-
length measurements should be recorded while scanning in 
the same direction that will be used in spectrofluorometry of 
the target compound.

The motors that drive the monochromators and slits are 
typically stepper motors, which require a driver to sequence 
the phases of the motor. If a phase of the motor fails, or if 
the driver board becomes intermittent, or if a connection 
becomes intermittent, it is possible for the driver to step in-
accurately. A symptom of this failing would be a change in 
the sound of the instrument as it changes wavelengths, or an 
inability to return to the same wavelength. Some instruments 
may combine motors with an indexer that reads the position 
of the motors independently; if so, then the indexer may be 
susceptible to mechanical or electrical failures, also leading 
to poor repeatability. Repeatability of the monochromators 
can be tested by repeating the calibration runs several times 
and overlaying the scans to look for “jitter” in the peak po-
sitions. Poor repeatability is cause for an immediate call to  
the manufacturer.

SBW Precision and Centering
The slit width is the main variable used to determine the 
SBW of a monochromator. The slits are formed as a space 
between two metal plates that each resemble knife-edges; 
the slits are each supposed to travel the same distance 

from the closed position so that the center wavelength is 
always the same regardless of SBW. The same pencil-type 
lamp used above can be used to determine the SBW of the 
emission monochromator by assuming the observed width 
of isolated atomic lines are solely because of the SBW of 
the monochromator. In this case, SBW is determined as full-
width at half maximum (fwhm) of a measured peak. The exci-
tation monochromator again requires a different procedure. 
By setting the SBW of the emission monochromator to its 
lowest setting, the SBW of the excitation monochromator 
can be estimated by recording an excitation spectrum of a 
dilute scattering solution and repeating the fwhm procedure. 
These procedures are thought to be subject to an uncer-
tainty of ±0.5 nm in SBW (2). This test should be performed 
at a few different wavelengths to understand how any SBW 
error varies with wavelength. If there is any significant error 
in SBW, and particularly if the SBW error is a function of 
SBW, one possibility is that at least one side of the mechani-
cal slit is not moving properly. If no fix or repair is possible,  
the wavelength error determined may be found to be a func-
tion of SBW; it is also likely the SBW will not be repeatable if 
the slit is not moving properly. As with wavelength unrepeat-
ability, any indication of a SBW unrepeatability is cause for 
an immediate call to the manufacturer.

http://www.starna.com
mailto:sales@starnacells.com
http://www.starna.com
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Linear Range of Detector
Even the best detectors become nonlin-
ear at sufficiently high light intensities. 
Therefore, it is important to know the 
linear range over which your instrument 
operates. One approach is to measure a 
series of known concentrations of a flu-
orophore whose emission wavelength 
is similar to your target compound.  
To avoid nonlinearity from inner filter ef-
fects, the concentration of these stan-
dards should be kept very low (below 
0.05 absorbance units). The peak exci-
tation and emission wavelengths of the 
standards can be used, and the series of 
measured intensities can be plotted and 
fit to ensure they are consistent with the 
blank and show no systematic deviation 
from a straight line. If the highest de-
tected signal is still linear, the calibration 
measurements can be repeated with an 
excitation SBW up to the limit described 
in Part I of this series, and an even wider 
SBW for the emission monochromator, 
to give a wide intensity range for the 
standard concentrations. The linearity 
of a detector, such as a photomultiplier 
tube, may change for different acceler-
ating voltages, so care should be taken 
to use the detector as intended for your 
study. When changing the contents of a 
cuvette, the cuvette should be emptied, 
rinsed with clean solvent, rinsed with the 
next sample, emptied again, and then 
refilled before the next measurement. 
This procedure avoids cross-contamina-
tion and dilution of the sample.

Fluorescence Polarization
If the fluorescence of a sample in the 
90-degree sample geometry is at least 
partially polarized, there will be effects 
on its measured intensity and probably 
at least its measured excitation spec-
trum. Counterintuitively, this is true 
even if there are no polarization arti-
facts in any of the optics. Fortunately, 
polarized fluorescence is not generally 
a problem for small molecules in low 
viscosity solvents. However, even small 
molecules can exhibit polarized fluo-
rescence if their fluorescence lifetime 
is short enough (3), whereas large mol-
ecules and viscous solvents invite this 

problem. If you are concerned that you 
might need to eliminate fluorescence 
polarization as a complication, then 
you can add a “vertical” polarizer in the 
same location as the excitation filter, 
and insert another polarizer in the same 
location as the emission filter to serve as 
a polarization analyzer. This orientation 
of the emission polarizer should be set 
to the 54.7° magic angle to make the 
measurement independent of the fluo-
rescence polarization of the sample (4). 

Collect Your Data
The conditions for measurement can 
be determined using the methods of 
Part I, or they can be optimized from 
that starting point. The following points 
are specific to measurements made for 
publication and reproducibility:
• The conditions of measurement 

must be controlled and recorded. 
This includes making sure the instru-
ment scan range, step size, spectral 
bandwidth, number of points per unit 
wavelength, and integration or dwell 
time, are appropriate for the sample 
and that they are all recorded and 
preserved. It also means that any 
steps taken to evaluate the wave-
length accuracy, spectral bandwidth 
accuracy, photometric accuracy, and 
to prevent dependence on sample 
polarization, should be recorded  
and preserved

• The clean sample cuvette should be 
handled with gloves and carefully 
wiped on all its optical surfaces with 
a fresh lint-free paper or cloth to re-
move dust or surface contaminants 
before being placed into the spec-
trofluorometer for measurements 

• If your instrument has an automated 
shutter to block the excitation beam, 
this should be engaged any time a 
measurement is not being made

• A background spectrum of the pure 
solvent should be recorded under 
the same conditions as the sample. 
Ensure that the same cuvette is 
used for the background and for the 
sample, and that it is placed into the 
instrument in the same orientation. 
This procedure helps to account for 

any stray light, dark signal, amplifier 
switching, or filter fluorescence that 
might take place inside the spectro-
fluorometer, and can be subtracted 
from the measured spectrum before 
corrections are applied. 

Correct Your Data
At this point, all concerns about critical 
aspects of the instrument that cannot 
be easily corrected post-measurement 
have been addressed. What remains 
is the part of the instrument perfor-
mance that affects the throughput of 
the excitation source and the emission 
of their respective monochromators. 
On the excitation side, the reference 
detector, if present, corrects for many 
of the wavelength-dependent behav-
iors of the instrumentation. Without 
the reference detector, fluorescence 
excitation spectra could be so heavily 
convolved with the instrument response 
they would be almost uninterpretable 
without correction. However, the re-
sponse of the reference detector itself 
and the effects of optical components 
after the reference detector still require  
throughput corrections. 

There are several alternate proce-
dures for implementing these through-
put corrections and we describe only 
the simplest. At present, excitation 
and emission spectra require differ-
ent approaches for their correction.  
The National Institutes of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) and the Federal Insti-
tute for Materials Research and Testing 
in Germany (BAM) are both excellent 
sources for details on instrument con-
cerns and corrections that we recom-
mend to the reader (1,4).

Correcting Emission Spectra 
For most users, certified reference ma-
terials or secondary emission standards 
are the simplest approaches to correct-
ing emission spectra. An excellent alter-
native is to use a calibrated lamp, but 
the standards offer the opportunity to 
use a cuvette-type sample.

A certified reference material is 
either a solution or glass that can be 
placed into a spectrofluorometer cu-
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vette holder, and that has known excitation or emission 
properties. These materials are certified by, for instance, 
NIST in the United States and equivalent organizations 
in other countries. As an example, NIST has certified a 
series of standard reference materials that include solid 
glass, cuvette-shaped standards that can be placed di-
rectly into a spectrofluorometer (SRM 2943 and SRM 2944 
for the spectral ranges 350–640 nm and 530–830 nm, re-
spectively). Certified reference materials are relatively ex-
pensive compared to available secondary emission stan-
dards (5), though both are used in the same way for the  
same purpose. 

Whether a certified reference material or a secondary 
standard, what these reference materials have in common is 
a defined emission spectrum under defined measurement 
conditions. The measured emission spectrum of the refer-
ence material in your instrument is compared to its certified 
or reported spectrum to determine a correction factor over 
the range of wavelengths for which it has been evaluated. 
This correction factor is then used to correct the measured 
spectrum of your target fluorescence sample. 

Correcting Excitation Spectra
There are not currently any primary fluorescence excitation 
spectroscopy standards like those for fluorescence emission 
spectroscopy. The simplest available approach to correcting 
fluorescence excitation spectra is to use a calibrated detec-
tor. In this case, the detector is placed in the location of the 
cuvette to intercept the excitation beam, and its corrected 
signal is recorded as a function of excitation wavelength.  
The reference signal of the spectrofluorometer is recorded 
at the same time. The ratio of these two responses then be-
comes a correction factor for the wavelength range over which 
the detector has been calibrated. If there is no reference chan-
nel, the corrected signal of the calibrated detector is used to 
form the correction factor by itself. 
 
Conclusion
Although this article covers spectrofluorometry only at a very 
high level without much detail, it is still restricted to only one 
measurement case (solution cuvettes) in steady-state spectro-
fluorometers. The wide field of spectrofluorometry includes 
many more sample types and configurations, along with a 
wide variety of instrumentation, all suited to particular pur-
poses. If the authors could leave the reader with two impor-
tant messages, the first would be this: Read the user manual 
for your instrument, read literature about your measurement 
type, and read about your sample type to prepare yourself 
for making your own measurements. Having this background 
knowledge ahead of time will enable you to avoid as many 
errors as possible and enable you to compare your own mea-
surements to those in the literature to assess whether your 
measurements are reasonable or not. The second message 
is that there are many parameters that should be recorded 

and transmitted about spectrofluorometry measurements 
in addition to the basics of the instrument settings, without 
which reproducing your spectra could become very difficult 
for others.
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RoHS-compliant sealed liquid  
transmission cells
Restriction of Hazardous 
Substances (RoHS) compliant 
sealed liquid transmission 
cells from REFLEX Analytical 
are designed with leak-free 
fluoropolymer seals that 
are isolated from the liquid 
sample. According to the company, available pathlengths 
include 0.015 mm, 0.025 mm, 0.05 mm, 0.10 mm, 0.15 mm, 
0.20 mm, 0.50 mm, 1.0 mm, 5.0 mm, and 10.0 mm, along with 
a selection of transmission window materials. 
REFLEX Analytical Corp., Ridgewood, NJ. 
www.reflexusa.com/rocoselice.html

Palm spectrometer
BaySpec’s Breeze palm 
spectrometer is designed 
as “the world’s smartest 
palm spectrometer for 
400–2500 nm with 
a simple one button 
operation.” According to 
the company, the device 
can perform spectroscopic 
analysis any time and anywhere for plastics, illicit drugs, 
pharmaceuticals, explosives, biological  
warfare agents, and food. 
BaySpec, Inc., San Jose, CA.  
www.bayspec.com

Hyperspectral video camera
Cubert’s ULTRIS 5 
hyperspectral video 
camera is designed to 
record data cubes of 250 x 
250 pixels and 50 spectral 
bands at 15 Hz across its 
450–850 nm waveband. 
According to the company, 
high-resolution snapshot 
data cubes record rapidly 
changing events, both 
spatially and temporally. 
Cubert GmbH, Ulm, Germany. 
www.cubert-hyperspectral.com/

AA graphite furnace tubes
AA precision-fabricated 
graphite furnace tubes 
from REFLEX are designed 
with shrouds and contacts 
made from high-purity, 
high-density graphite, and 
coated with a layer of pure, 
pyrolytically deposited 
graphite. According to 
the company, the tubes 
provide a dense and durable surface that is impervious  
to sample, vapor, or solvent.
REFLEX Analytical Corp., Ridgewood, NJ.  
www.reflexusa.com
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Pittcon is a catalyst of scientific advancement for you, your research, your career, your 
organization, and together, our world. Our aim is to provide you with unparalleled access 
to the latest advances in spectroscopy, to the instruments enhancing your work, and to 
an international assembly of scientists and innovators presenting a variety of lectures, 
some of which include:

Your opportunity to access a world of collaborative science starts at pittcon.org.

Molecular Spectroscopy to Study Disease 
Mechanisms and Treatment

Infrared and Raman Chemical Imaging 
and Spectroscopy at the Nanoscale

Next-Generation Vibrational Spectroscopy— 
Miniaturization, Data-Analysis, Applications

Enhanced Bioanalytical Techniques Based 
on Raman Spectroscopy

Entrepreneurs, Start-Ups, Mergers and 
Acquisitions in Analytical Instrumentation

National Institute of Justice—Advances in 
the Analysis of Forensic Trace Evidence

Autonomous Analytical Techniques: 
Remote Sensing from Drones and Other 
Expeditionary Platforms

Challenges, Needs and Opportunities in 
Photothermal Spectroscopy: Evolution, 
Revolution or Back to the Future

Shedding Light on Electrochemical Interfaces: 
How New Spectroscopic Strategies Inform 
Electrochemical Materials and Transformations

Society for Applied Spectroscopy—Dispatches 
from Mars: Recent Results from the 
Perseverance Rover

http://www.pittcon.org


Stay tuned for more at
liquidinstruments.com

Lock. Filter. Generate. Record.
600 MHz bandwidth, 5 GSa/s

Real-time, FPGA-enabled platform

liquidinstruments.com

Moku:Pro
Your breakthrough, faster.

http://www.liquidinstruments.com
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